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MEDIEVAL FISH WEIRS ON THE MID-TIDAL REACHES OF THE
SEVERN RIVER (ASHLEWORTH-ARLINGHAM)
Terry Moore-Scott
INTRODUCTION

in and around Gloucester, together with the
archaeological evidence that has started to become
available (albeit not from this particular area), has not
been addressed under one cover. This article is
therefore an attempt to draw together available
information on the subject into a single overview. It
looks at terminology encountered in the record, weir
construction and regulation over the centuries and at
the archaeological evidence and ends with a summary
of weir-related information for each river-side parish
studied.

It is not always appreciated how important a foodsource fish was in medieval times.This was especially
so because the church forbade the eating of meat
during the 6 weeks of Lent and on all Fridays, as well
as on other important festivals during the church year.
In coastal areas sea fish were caught and fishing was
a major activity near large rivers, pools and lakes.
Fishponds were created for breeding or as stock
ponds holding fish until they were needed. The
Severn in particular was a rich source of fish, notably
salmon, lamprey, lampern, eels and shad (a kind of
herring). Various methods were employed for
catching fish including basket traps, nets and
spearing. But on the river, no less important was the
use made of constructed fish weirs (or "fixed engines"
as they are sometimes described) the use of which on
the Severn can be traced back to Anglo Saxon times.
A 10th century charter for the estate of Tidenham in
west Gloucestershire, for example, lists as many as
64 basket weirs on the Severn and Gloucestershire
Domesday records a number of "fisheries" attached to
Severn-side manors, most of them doubtless having
their origins in the Anglo Saxon period and (although
Domesday does not specify it) probably incorporating
fish weirs.

RELEVANT TERMINOLOGY
Weir: From O.E. wera, in this context meaning a
fixed structure of timber stakes and wattle hedging
projecting out into or across a river to catch fish. The
term appears frequently as a suffix in Severn-side
place-names alluding to early weir sites. The
conventional belief is that the weirs were straight
structures projecting out into the river, but there is
increasing evidence that they could also have been Vshaped, with the aperture pointing upstream, so as to
corral fish on the ebb tide and steer them into a
conical trap placed at the apex of each structure (see
putt below). (Fig.1). Earliest archaeological finds
around the country dating back well into Anglo Saxon
times include also wishbone-shaped and arc-shaped
fish weirs (see archaeological evidence below).

Of additional significance where the Severn was
concerned, and a major boost to the fishing industry
around Gloucester at the time, was the inordinate
fondness that the royal court and high nobility had for
lamprey, especially that caught in the Severn. The
regular supply of Severn river lamprey for the royal
table had started by king John's reign and continued
under his successor Henry III, eventually to be
formalized in the presentation of lamprey pies to the
Crown. The bailiffs of Gloucester were also regularly
called upon to provide Henry III with Severn salmon
and shad1. The king even maintained his own weirs
such as those at Minsterworth and Rodley, not least to
satisfy the demand for lamprey at court.

Gurges/gurgite: Latin term literally meaning a
whirlpool. Frequently used in medieval documents to
refer to a fishweir (e.g. gurgite in ‘Sabrina vocata le
Cockeynnwere).2 The use of a term denoting a
whirlpool is not obviously consistent with the idea of
a straight fence or hedge extending out into the river
but it may make sense in the context of a V-shaped or
perhaps curved weir (see weir above).
Piscaria: Latin word meaning a fishery and the one
most frequently used in Domesday to describe the
fishery assets of a manorial estate. In that context, its
meaning may well have included weirs, but in other
later contexts, it clearly does not. For example, in the
13th century Extent of Minsterworth manor, where
the profits from "fisheries" (including nets and traps),
are quoted separately from those of the weirs
(gurges)3; also, in the registers of Llanthony priory,
the 1515 reference to Cary Mylls cum gurgite et
piscari. 4

The existence of fish weirs on the Severn in the
medieval period has been known for many years.
Various aspects of the subject have been written about
either in Glevensis, in B.G.A.S. Transactions and
Record Series volumes or in various volumes of the
Victoria County History. To date however, the
overall picture relating to the distribution, modes of
use and eventual fate of the fish weirs on the Severn
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Fig. 1. A possible reconstruction of an Anglo-Saxon fishweir. Reproduced here by kind permission of M.
Aston and with acknowledgement to C.R. Salisbury (Ref 8, Aston, 171).
Putt (also putta, puchias, butt' or butte ): Described
in 1778 as an "ancient" fishery device5, this is a large
closely woven conical-shaped basket-work trap
around 3-4 m. in length, made up of three parts - a
kype, a butt and a forewheel (Fig.2). It was secured to
the river bed by wooden posts with the mouth facing
upstream. Weirs were often formed of a row of these
lying side by side (see cytweras below). A 14th
century source refers to weirs of the abbot of
Gloucester using fornwiles and cornwiles "with an
extremity called la Butte so closely wrought that no
small fish could escape". 6
[The term putt is not to be confused with a "putcher",
a similarly conical-shaped basket but considerably
smaller than a putt (only around 1.5m long). In
contrast to the ancient putt, the putcher was described
in 1862 as being "of modern invention"7, and
examples of them, sometimes set up in tiers up to 5
baskets high, continued to be used on the lower
Severn river well into modern times.

Putcheon (also known as a kiddle (from ME kidel
or kydel)): a basket work fish trap approx. 1m long,
used since medieval times to catch mainly eels, but
also lamprey and lampern.12
Borroch'(ia): A medieval Latin word referring to a
kind of fishtrap. In the 13th century Extent of
Minsterworth manor, it appears under fisheries
(piscari') and not weirs. A 15th century source
indicates that the borrochia can be laid in rows (c.f.
putt).
Naight (neyte, neete, also eyot): an island or islet
formed naturally, but possibly also man-made. Its
presence enables one channel to accommodate a
right-across weir leaving the other as a navigation
channel (a so-called "barge gutter"). This arrangement
would also allow migrating fish to pass upstream. A
naight can be associated with just under a half of the
weirs recorded, mostly those in the upstream (and
narrower) sections of the river where navigation
could be more problematic. The naight often became
part of a weir holding.

Cytweras: Anglo Saxon term describing weirs
containing putts or basket traps 8. There is Anglo
Saxon charter evidence of the late 10th/early 11th
century indicating that the large estate at Tidenham
belonging to Bath abbey included 64 cytweras on the
Severn and 36 on the Wye.9

Pool: Seemingly used to denote a stretch of river, e.g.
Abbot's Pool (the West Severn channel at Gloucester).
The term "standing pool" also occasionally appears,
possibly referring to pools left behind in the river after
the tide has gone out.

Haecweras: A similar Anglo Saxon term, but
denoting hedges or "leaders" of wattle construction
used to guide fish into weirs or traps; alternatively it
could denote "cribs" in which fish could be caught
from a boat.10 The Tidenham Anglo Saxon estate
possessed four of these on the Wye.11

WEIR CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
As stated earlier, the weirs were constructed from
timber: larger timbers for the main supports, which
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Fig. 2. The traditional Severn River "putt" fishtrap.
REGULATION

would be driven into the river bed mud, smaller
timbers for secondary structural members and lighter
materials for the woven hurdle or panels and
basketwork traps. For weirs on the stretch of the
Severn under consideration, proximity to the royal
Forest of Dean was of particular benefit, as were the
many osier (willow) beds that for centuries have lined
the banks of the river. The weirs had to be strongly
built just to withstand the strong tidal currents on the
Severn but, inevitably from time to time, weirs would
be damaged either in major floods, by ice floes,
impact from flotsam or vessels out of control.13 There
was therefore always a demand for timber for repairs.

The risk of damage to fish stocks in the river was an
ever-present concern for the authorities dating (it is
said) to as far back as the Magna Carta and, during the
reign of Edward III, legislation was passed to
"remedy annoyances in the Four Great Rivers of
England" i.e. the Thames, Severn, Ouse and Trent.18
It is demonstrated also by national legislation made in
1533, which states that "no person with nets, engines
or devices, shall take any fry or spawn of eels or
salmon in any waters during 10 years, on pain of
forfeiture of 5 pounds and his said nets, engines etc."
(23 Henry VIII, c.18). As far as weirs on the Severn
were concerned, this preoccupation can be traced
back to at least 1295 when the weirs of St Peter's
abbey Gloucester at Framilode, were said to be made
so closely that no small fish or fry could escape.19 At
the end of the 14th century, the abbots of Tewkesbury,
of St Augustine's Bristol, St Peter's Gloucester and the
prior of Llanthony were all accused of having
illegally constructed weirs in the Severn, "causing
great destruction of fish".20 From the royal standpoint,
no less a problem was that downstream weirs were
liable to prevent fish passing through to be caught in
the king's weirs upstream. In 1356, the sheriff of
Gloucester was charged with seeing that the weirs of
Hynewer (see Longney) had the proper breadth
between rods and stakes, so that lamprey coming
from the sea might pass through to the royal weirs of
Minsterworth and Duni. Specifically, the space
between rods and stakes should allow "a man's hand
in a horse-skin glove" to pass between them.21

As early as the 11th century, a fish weir on the Severn
was granted to the abbeys of Gloucester and
Winchcombe in equal shares under an agreement
whereby Gloucester supplied the large timbers
(presumably because it was nearer to the Forest of
Dean) and Winchcombe the small timbers.14 During
the 13th century, there were repeated calls on the
sheriff of Gloucester as the king's agent, to arrange for
the repairs of the royal weirs at Minsterworth, Duni,
Garne and Rodley.15 In 1336, the customary
allowance of timber for the repair of a weir at Rodley
was two horse-loads of rods from the Forest of Dean
daily between September and May, as well as great
timbers when the weir was ruined by floods.16 The
grant to St Peter's abbey of the weirs of Minsterworth
and Duni in 1377 included the privilege every year of
taking branches from the Forest of Dean for weir
repairs. Similarly, a lease of 1491 on the weir at
Ashleworth included the right to lop willows locally.
The 1502 lease on Llanthony priory's Horsepool weir
came with various osier beds, tree prunings in the
naight and other prunings of willows. The same
source referred to the great timbers of the weir as
"reeds" (possibly the main uprights), "reasons"
(?lintels), "weel" trees (possibly the frame(s) around
the putt(s) and "aisle" trees (meaning unclear).17

Of even greater concern though was the hazard to
navigation on the river posed by weirs. The presence
of a naight at a weir site usually meant that one
channel around the naight could be used for the free
passage of vessels. Failing that, a subsidiary channel
called a "barge gutter" could be excavated, by which
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vessels were able to by-pass the weir. It was always
important that no weir was constructed so wide across
the river that it obstructed passage. According to
ancient law, any tidal river was regarded as a royal
stream, the concept of certain rivers like the Severn
being public and free supposedly stemming from the
Magna Carta.22 This was evident in 1277 when, after
complaints from the men of Worcester and
Gloucester, the sheriff of Gloucester was ordered to
widen the river near weirs, and elsewhere, so that
there was 26 feet (8 metres) of water next to the
banks.23 Successive legislation during the 14th and
15th centuries attempted to deal with the problem
posed by illegal weirs and other obstructions on the
river, one order made in 1351-52 stipulating that "all
Wears, Mills, Stanks, Stakes and Kiddles" should be
pulled down.24 During the time of Henry VI, an act
was passed stipulating that all the king's people
should have common and free passage on the Severn
with their trows, boats and other vessels from Bristol,
Gloucester and Worcester, without let or hindrance (9
Henry VI, c.5). This principle was reaffirmed under
Henry VIII in an act specifically concerned with the
Severn where it is stated that "certain misruled
persons inhabited in the Forest of Dean and other
places adjoining the river wrongfully letted, vexed
and interrupted … the peaceable passsage…" (20
Henry VIII, c.18). As early as 1247, there is a record
of complaints against a monk of Gloucester abbey
who had placed obstructions in the river, apparently
for a fish weir, stopping boats from reaching the
town,25 and 30 years later, two men of Gloucester and
two from Worcester were appointed to supervise the
alteration of weirs, that were impeding navigation.26
In 1387, Anselm le Gyse, lord of the manor of
Elmore, defended himself against a charge of
obstructing passage on the river, by asserting that "
the Severn from time immemorial had been a river in
which many weirs were built, a space of 18 feet in
breadth being always reserved for the passage of
boats"; in the case of his weir in Elmore, 18 feet had
been left on the west side of the river.27 In 1464, an
Admiralty court convened to investigate the width of
Lanthony priory's Cockayne weir, found that "the
king's people could pass with vessels and
merchandise without danger".28

this time, a number of acts had been passed
appointing Commissioners of Sewers to investigate
cases of obstructions on rivers around the country and
to take decisive action where necessary. The final
solution came with a Bill of Sewers of 1531 (23
HVIII, c.5.), part of which reads: "…. considering the
daily great damages and losses which have happened
… by and through mills, mill-dams, wears, fishgarths,
kedels etc. in and upon some rivers ….. to the
inestimable damages of the Commonwealth and
Realm" and "despite divers and many provisions
having been made and ordained, none are sufficient
remedy for the reformation of the premises". The Bill
then directed Commissioners of Sewers to "survey the
said impediments and cause to be made corrected,
repaired, amended, put down or reformed as the case
shall require." These measures were quick to take
effect in some parts of the country,30 but on the
Severn the effects do not appear until 1535, when
many fishweirs on the Severn were destroyed on the
king's orders.31 Included were those in and around
Gloucester itself, at Ashleworth, Longney and
Framilode. The fishery at Arlingham was also ordered
to be destroyed, although, in 1535, the abbot of St
Augustine's Bristol wrote to Thomas Cromwell "…
for trewth yt is I commaunded myne officers and
others my tenanttes to plucke up my sayde weares
amonyghe past, but I am uncertayne whether my
commaundment be fulfilled or noo." 32 The abbey's
weir at Ashleworth was also destroyed by the king's
Commissioners but not apparently until two years
before the Dissolution.33 The removal of weirs from
the parts of the Severn under consideration seems to
have been virtually total. Nevertheless, their sites
continued to be used as "fisheries", by now though
mostly claimed by manorial lords as part of their
estates, and a few weirhouses seem also to have
remained in existence into at least the 17th century.
An exception is Arlingham where one weir at least
appears to have survived until 1617/18 (see
Arlingham below), but in practice the use of such
"engines" for fishing on the Severn, was thereafter
confined to reaches of the river further downstream.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
Archaeological evidence of medieval fish weirs in the
stretch of the Severn under consideration is virtually
nil. This is unsurprising given that the sites of most
of these weirs (especially those upstream) have long
since been obliterated, either by changes in the course
of the river and sediment build-up over time, or by the
considerable development of the river banks and
flood defences, especially in more modern times.
Inevitably therefore, in order to gain a clearer idea of
what these early weirs looked like, we have to rely on
probably analogous examples from elsewhere.
Fortunately, such evidence has of late become more
available, some of it from rivers like the Thames and

DESTRUCTION
Despite the history of legislation and official actions
to deal with these problems, weir operators seemed to
find ways of evading the rules, but by the end of the
15th century, it is evident that fish weirs had come to
be viewed by the authorities as an intolerable
nuisance. The writing on the wall for the weirs was
becoming apparent. In a 1502 lease by Llanthony
priory of their Horsepool weir in Hempsted, it was
stipulated that the lessees would maintain the weir
"unless it is destroyed by the king's officers".29 By
34

Fig. 3. Plan of the post-setting remains of medieval fishweirs discovered in the Severn Estuary. (Godbold, 23 reproduced here by kind permission of the copyright holder through the Society for Medieval Archaeology
(www.maney.co.uk/journals/ma)).
Trent, but also significantly nearer home from lower
down the Severn estuary.

the mud, woven hurdle structures, and fishbaskets.
One particular group of posts and stakes, when
plotted, clearly represented the remains of a weir
comprising five V-shaped settings joined at the arms
and extending side-by-side for just under 15m., with
the opening of each V shape facing upstream. A short
distance upstream from this feature, were the remains
of two lines of stakes possibly representing 'leader'
fences intended to lead the fish into the traps (Fig.3).
At least two other sites were found close by, reflecting
a generally similar formation of posts and stakes. The
apexes of the V shapes were in some cases marked by
a concentration of stakes, possibly representing the
portal structures for basket traps. The timbers used
were largely of oak and hazel. Three lengths of
interwoven timber hurdle in various states of
completeness were also found embedded in the clay
river bed. They were made of hazel wood and the
largest example was c.3.5m long and c.1.2m wide. It
is unclear whether they originally stood upright acting

In 1991, in advance of the building of the second
Severn bridge, systematic survey and excavation
work was carried out by the Glamorgan-Gwent
Archaeological Trust, in an inter-tidal area of the river
south west of Sudbrook Point (off Caldicot, Gwent).
This revealed the remains of a number of medieval
timber fishtraps and their associated baskets, dating
back to at least the 10th century.34 Working in the
difficult circumstances of twice-daily tidal floods, as
well as extremely mobile soft sediment up to 0.5m
deep, the archaeologists successfully uncovered a
series of remains relating to the catching of fish in
fixed traps.
The finds fell into three categories: a series of post
settings consisting off numerous stumps of
roundwood and split timber posts projecting above
35

Fig. 4. Plan of the remains of post-settings of a medieval fishweir in the River Thames at Chelsea (reproduced
by kind permission of N. Cohen).
as fences or 'leaders', or were used as 'duckboards' or
trackways laid across soft ground. Also found were
the remains of two putt-like conical basket-work
fishtraps presumed to have been used in association
with the post settings. The more complete of these
measured c.3.2m long by c.2.4m wide.

the river foreshore in central and west London, two
dating to the early Saxon period and three to the midSaxon period.35 The two best preserved examples
dateable by radiocarbon analysis, are at Chelsea (A.D.
730-900) and Isleworth (A.D. 650-890). Both are Vshaped with a long 'neck' in which the trapped fish
were held. That at Chelsea, faces upstream and the
one at Isleworth downstream, the two presumably
being designed to catch different types of fish. A plan
of the Chelsea post settings is shown at Fig. 4.
Comparable structures were also discovered on the
river Trent at Colwick (Notts), producing radiocarbon
dates of A.D. 872-949 and A.D. 1050-1245.36 A
suggested reconstruction of the earlier, Anglo Saxon,
weir at Colwick is given at Fig. 1.37

No artefacts were found at these sites so that dating
the finds had to rely on either dendrochronology or
radio carbon dating. Only one oak post was
successfully dated by dendrochronology and it
possessed a tree-ring sequence spanning the period
A.D. 1113 to 1203. Radiocarbon analysis was more
successful: four separate groups of post settings
produced dates ranging between the late 13th/14th
centuries, but one could have dated from as early as
the 10th century. Similar analysis of the hurdle
structures gave dates ranging from the 9th to 11th
centuries, although one structure was of a much later
(post 17th cent.) date. Of the two baskets, one was
dated to 11/12th century and the other to a much later,
possibly post- medieval, date.

Remains of medieval fishtraps have also been
recorded in the Bristol Channel and beyond: on the
Gower coast a wishbone-shaped timber trap
measuring 150m long produced a mean radiocarbon
date of A.D.1250, whilst along the Cardigan coast in
west Wales, a line of fishtraps was found extending
for almost 400m. along the mid-shore, made up of a
line of large boulders forming shallow arcs seemingly
intended to impound fish on the ebb tide.38

Corroborative evidence of what early medieval
fishweirs looked like, can also be found from
archaeological work done in other parts of the
country. Recent work done in the Thames estuary by
a London-based consortium of archaeological bodies,
has revealed the remains of a number of fishtraps in

Before leaving what the physical archaeological evidence
tells us about fish weirs in the medieval period, it is worth
also looking at what we know of the weir or fish houses
36

Fig. 6 . The 14th century fish house at Meare
(Somerset) (ST 4574 4173) which belonged to the
abbey of Glastonbury. It stands on what was once
the southwest bank of Meare Pool (circumference
5 miles). (Reproduced by permission of English
Heritage. NMR.).

Fig. 5 . Speed's 1610 depiction of the "Were house"
associated with Pool Weir Gloucester.

that accompanied at least half of the weirs recorded in
this part of the Severn. Such buildings would have
provided storage in support of the weir's operation,
possibly also a place for the processing of fish and
even accommodation for the weir operators. We
know also that in the 13th century the weir house
at Horsepool weir in Hempsted was used as a place of
retreat for the canons of Llanthony priory. One might
expect therefore, that the typical weir house would
have been a not insubstantial structure. Indeed,
Speed's figurative depiction in his 1610 map of
Gloucester of the "Were house" probably associated
with Pool weir seems to support this. (Fig. 5).39

two papers by John Rhodes, namely 'The Severn
Flood-Plain at Gloucester in the Medieval and Early
Modern Periods' (Presidential Address), Trans. BGAS
124 (2006), 9-36, and 'Llanthony Priory', Glevensis
23 (1989), 16-30).
Ashleworth
There is no record of a fishery here in or before 1086,
but later, when St Augustine's abbey at Bristol held
the manor of Ashleworth, its assets included putts on
the Severn. At some time around the mid-13th
century, the abbey was involved in a dispute over
their fishery in Ashleworth which was claimed to be
damaging property in Brawn (on the opposite side of
the river in Sandhurst parish - see below).40 A weir
called Asshilwortheswere was held by the abbot in
1394/95.41 Later, in 1491, a weir there was leased
with land called the Neyte together with loppings of
willows from Withygrove and Calcroft in
Ashleworth.42 In 1535, the abbot of St Augustine's
was ordered to remove his weirs "for the king's
passage on the river", possibly indicating that the
naight there was no longer effective in providing a
second channel for navigation.43

The truth however is, that there is virtually no
archaeological evidence relating to these early weir
houses on the Severn or, for that matter, elsewhere in
the country. The one exception, and the only
surviving medieval monastic fishery building in
England, is the abbot's fish house at Meare in
Somerset (Fig. 6.). This 14th century building was the
house of the chief fisherman or water bailiff of the
abbot of Glastonbury. The ground floor is believed to
have provided facilities for drying and salting fish and
the upper floor (reached by an external flight of stone
steps) the domestic accommodation. Just conceivably,
the weir houses on the Severn were not unlike this.

Sandhurst
Evidence for a fishery here is given in one of two
separate Domesday entries relating to the small
manorial estate of Brawn, in the north west part of
Sandhurst parish, immediately across the river from
Ashleworth.44 The first of these (fo. 162d, 1.2) makes
no mention of a fishery, but the second, clearly
relating to the same holding, includes reference to a
half fishery (fo. 169c, 64.1.). It is not clear what
happened to this holding (or for that matter to the
Domesday holding of Brawn itself). If a weir ever

A SUMMARY (BY PARISH) OF DOCUMENTARY
EVIDENCE RELATING TO FISH WEIRS
Unless otherwise stated, much of the information in
this summary has been drawn from the relevant
chapters of the Victoria County History for
Gloucestershire. In the case of weirs located in the
immediate area of Gloucester town, I am indebted to
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Fig. 7. Sketch map showing the distribution of medieval fishweirs in the immediate area of Gloucester (based
on an illustration provided in Rhodes (2006) and reproduced here by kind permission of John Rhodes.
Graphics by Don Mayes.).
existed, it would seem either to have been short-lived
or to have crossed over the river to become an asset of
Ashleworth manor (see above). A tentative suggestion
of a weir or some other kind of fish trap having
existed in the parish may be provided by the
fieldnames Putcroft and Green Putcroft, both located
in the vicinity of SO 38192234 just west of Murrels
End; this location is a ¼ mile from the present river
bank, but conceivably could once have stood at the
bank of a wider river channel.45

for a parcel of ground called Each Weir, covering the
period 1602 to 1854, define the property as having the
river on its southeast side and a common meadow
called Maisemore Mead on all other sides; using this
information and early map evidence, it has been
suggested that the weir and its naight were located to
the north of Walham in the vicinity of SO 8255
2040.47 In 1610, a weir house apparently still existed
in the vicinity. 48
Pool Weir (Pulwere)
This was another of St Peter's abbey's weirs. It was
located in St. Mary's parish above Westgate Bridge at
the parting of the Great Severn and the "Old Severn"
(see Fig.7). It has been reasoned that a weir house
associated with this weir stood on what was originally
an island at the parting of the two channels of the
river, later to become a part of Walham.49 In the 13th
century, the abbey issued licences to persons to fish in
the Severn with boats and nets, but specifically not in
lengths of the river running by Each and Pool weirs.
Following the destruction of 1535, the site of Pool
Weir (like that of Each Weir) passed to the Dean and
Chapter of the cathedral.

Gloucester (incl. Maisemore and Churcham
parishes) (see Fig. 7)
According to Domesday (fo.165d, 10.14.), before the
Conquest, the abbey of St Peter's Gloucester had
received 19s 5d and 16 salmon from the burgesses of
Gloucester, but by 1086 it received as many salmon
and 50s; in addition, there were "four fisheries for the
monks' supplies" (see below). Furthermore, a fishery
in Gloucester was held "outside of the king's hands"
by Roger of Berkeley (fo.162a, G2.).
Each Weir (Ashewere/Auchiswere)
This weir, "in St. Mary's parish opposite the gate of
the abbey" (1394/5),46 was one of the four held by St
Peter's abbey in 1086. In 1527, it and Pool Weir (see
below) were leased to tenants in Maisemore, together
with a werehouse and land including a pasture called
the Neete (islet). After the Dissolution, in the early
17th century, the site of the weir was held under lease
from the Dean and Chapter of the cathedral. Leases

Cockayne Weir and Castle Weir
In the 12th century, these two weirs (both situated in
the parish of St. Owen, see fn.46), together with a mill
and a weir house associated with Castle weir, were
held by Llanthony priory. Castle weir (conceivably
the fishery held by Roger of Berkeley in 1086) was
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Hempsted
Domesday records a half fishery in Hempsted
(fo.164b, 1.62.). Later, in 1141, a half fishery called
Horsepool situated at a bend in the river at Upper Rea
in Hempsted parish was given to Llanthony priory
along with the rest of Hempsted manor. Around 1173,
the priory apparently acquired the other half of this
fishery. In the 1390s, the owners of Horsepool weir
and others in the Severn below Gloucester were
indicted for taking fish of too small a size.53 In 1141
and again in 1276, a weir house was also there;54 in
the thirteenth century, probably this same house was
used by the canons as a place of retreat.55 A lease of
1502 granted by the prior to Robert and Alice Mynott
of Hempsted relates to the Horsepool fish weir at the
Rea and tree prunings in the Neyte there.56 The
lessees could occupy buildings in the Neyte except
when the prior was present.57 After the Dissolution,
ownership of the weir descended as part of the
Llanthony estate.58

located near to the castle beside a naight, whilst
Cockayne Weir was a short distance further
downstream close to the priory itself. Little of Castle
Weir is thought to have survived the siege of
Gloucester in 1264 during the barons' war and, in
1267, the weir houses were said to have been burned.
In reply to a royal enquiry in 1269 as to whether the
priory had ever had a weir there, it was stated that the
priory had once had a pond there and a mill with
burochii (fish traps) and "other engines" for catching
fish. The continued presence of these weirs is
however indicated in 1392, when the prior of
Llanthony complained to the burgesses of Gloucester
about the use of "putchers" (puchons) in the Severn
to the prejudice of the prior's weirs,50 and again, in
1395, when the priory kitchener was prosecuted for
catching fry at Cockayne and Castle Weirs. Some
time later, in 1464, the priory had to defend itself
before an Admiralty court regarding the condition of
Cogan (Cockayne) were which was described as
being of the same width as the priory had had it built
from time out of mind; the court concluded that the
king's people could pass with vessels and
merchandise without danger.51 At the Dissolution, the
priory still had fishing rights at an island by the
Castle.52

Minsterworth
At the time of Domesday the parish of Minsterworth
comprised three separate manorial estates: Murcott
(Morecote) in Longbridge Hundred (fo.37.1, 167c), a
small estate in Westbury Hundred by deduction
identified as Duni which included a half fishery
(fo.34.12, 167b) and a larger un-named estate also in
Westbury Hundred comprising the rest of the parish
(fo.53.1, 168d). Although all three estates possessed
river-side lands, at that time only Duni seems to have
included a fishery. By the 12th century, a freehold in
Minsterworth included the fishery of Dunye and a
New Were.59 Throughout following centuries, it is
evident that the weirs of Minsterworth and
Duni/Denny (the two appear synonymous) were royal
possessions, for most of the time part of the Duchy of
Lancaster and overseen by the king's local agents
(usually the Sheriff or Bailiffs of Gloucester or the
Constables of Gloucester and St Briavel's Castles). In
the 1230s, the Sheriff of Gloucester was required to
cause the king's weirs of Minsterworth and Duni to be
repaired,60 and between 1255 and 1272 there were
numerous calls on those officials to arrange for the
repair of the king's one and a half weirs (no doubt
referring to the weirs at Minsterworth).61 A 13th
century extent of Minsterworth manor distinguishes
between the manor's fisheries (piscariae), involving
the casting of nets and use of traps (borrochia) on the
one hand and its weirs (gurges) on the other. Of the
weirs, one and a half were said to belong to
Gloucester Castle.62 Early in the 14th century
however, Minsterworth weir and the half weir at
Duni, along with a fishery in the "standing pools" of
Minsterworth, were granted to St Peter's abbey.63 In
1464, a sum of 10 marks p.a. was granted to the
marshall of the king's minstrels from various holdings
including the king's weir at Minsterworth and the
"middle weir of Denne".64 In 1500, a weir and weir

New Weir and Lille Weir (Churcham parish)
In 1395, both these weirs were held by the kitchener
of St Peter's abbey, suggesting that they were the
other two of the four weirs held by the abbey in 1086.
In 1526, lessees of the weirs, before selling their
catches, were required to offer to the abbey kitchener
eels, lampreys, taile floks (a reference possibly to a
grade of salmon) and white fish at agreed prices.
Along with other weirs on the Severn, both would
have been destroyed by 1535. From information
provided in later property leases, both weirs were
located around the north side of Sudmeadow, New
Weir at its north corner and Lille Weir (the name is
believed to be taken from Littleton or Linton in
Churcham parish) further downstream at its west
corner. A lease of 1598 for a fishery here, also
included willows at a Neight which lay opposite the
west corner of Sudmeadow.
In addition to the weirs, there were other means for
catching fish in the river at Gloucester. In the 14th
century, parts of the river at and above Westgate
Bridge, were claimed as common fisheries by the
burgesses of Gloucester, where fishing was carried
out by boats and nets. In 1509, the borough of
Gloucester leased out a "fisshynge were" by Westgate
Bridge called the Mille Were. Around the same time,
St Peter's leased out rights for fishing to take place in
Abbot's Pool, meaning the west Severn channel, i.e.
above New Weir. In 1550, this fishery extended from
just above Westgate Bridge downstream to a so-called
Castle Lake.
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been found that the weirs of Hynewer of the abbots of
Pershore and Flaxley (c.f. New Weir in Westbury-onSevern), "between the sea and the weirs of
Minsterworth and Duni", were preventing lamprey
from reaching the latter weirs.76 The approximate
location on the river of Boneweir is indicated by the
fieldname Boneweir Marsh which the 1840 tithe map
for Westbury places beside the river in the vicinity of
SO37562149. Apart from knowing that Hineweir is
downstream of Minsterworth, it remains unlocated. In
1384, a small estate in Longney included a fishery in
the Severn and around 1387 the abbot of Flaxley was
accused of raising a "sewer" at le Waterend (SO 3755
2143) too high and of taking salmon there out of
season.78 The existence of a fish weir is indicated
shortly before 1535 when a kiddle was ordered by the
king to be destroyed. Also, a small house called Weir
House was recorded in 1553.79 There is no record of
a naight having existed in association with a weir, but
the name Longney signifies 'long island' and in 1200
the place was described as an insula (island).80

house in Minsterworth were being leased out by the
abbey.65 These weirs, along with others on the Severn,
had been destroyed by 1535, but fishing in the river
(mostly using nets and traps) continued to be an
important local industry in Minsterworth until
relatively modern times.
A clue to the locations of Minsterworth's weirs may
be found by observing certain land holdings across
the other side of the river in Elmore parish. Normally
manorial and parish boundaries along the Severn run
down the centre of the river but, in the case of
Minsterworth, until relatively modern times, the
manor and ancient parish extended across the river to
include several enclaves of land and property on the
south bank.66 Principal among these was much of the
small hamlet of Elmore Back (centered on SO 3772
2165) opposite Minsterworth. In addition, to the west
were two almost adjacent land parcels situated roughly
opposite Denny Hill. According to the 1841 tithe
apportionments for Elmore, one of these, located in
the vicinity of SO 3759 2165, was called Dineware.67
Probably the place-name Dunywere in Ellemore
appearing in the 14th century refers to the same
location.68 It seems quite plausible that the presence
of these manorial holdings on the other side of the
river, can be attributed to the presence of the two fish
weirs (one at Minsterworth itself and the other in the
vicinity of Duni or Denny), their operation seemingly
involving both sides of the river.69

Westbury-on-Severn
Westbury is a large rural parish whose southern part
bordering the river now consists of largely reclaimed
land. In medieval times, it comprised several separate
manorial estates - the largest, after Westbury itself,
being Rodley manor situated in the south of the parish
and, like its neighbour Minsterworth, also a part of the
Duchy of Lancaster. At least three weirs and a fishery
are identified, all originally belonging to the Crown :

Elmore
The fishweir held by Anselm Gyse in Elmore in the
14th century has already been noted. No fishery or
weir is mentioned in the Domesday entry for what is
believed to be Elmore (fo.78.6, 170c), but in the early
13th century, Hubert de Burg, earl of Kent and lord of
the manor of Elmore, granted to Llanthony priory the
tithe of lampreys and all fish taken in his gurges
of Elmore. 70 A fishery in Elmore manor is listed
as being a possession of Llanthony priory in
1358. 71 Much later, in 1581, a fishery and rent called
watergavel were included among the holdings of
Anselm Guise, the lord of Elmore manor.72 In
1394/5, an Ellemoreswere was held by Anselm
Gyse.73 A much later source of around 1721 places an
Elmores Weare beside the river in the east of the
parish upstream from Minsterworth, in the
approximate vicinity of Weir Green (SO 3792
2153).74

Rodley Weir.
Variously described as a fishery (piscaria de Redlega,
1156/57) and a weir (Reddeleywere, 1417). In 1157
tithes from the fishery of Rodley were received by the
priory of Farleigh (in Wiltshire). In 1237, the Sheriff
of Gloucester was charged with causing the weir of
Rodley to be repaired,81 and in the 1260s a weir here
was recorded as part of Rodley manor. In 1336, a
customary allowance was made for weir repairs of 2
horse-loads of rods from the Forest of Dean daily
between September and May, as well as great timbers
when the weir was ruined by floods. A lease of the
weir in 1424 included the use of a fish house and two
boats, the same source referring to the leasing of a
number of fish traps (borrochia) which were laid in
rows.82
New Weir.
In the 12th century, a weir in Rodley called Newerre
was held by Flaxley Abbey,83 and the name, in its
latinised form of Noweria, is recorded around 1275.84

Longney
Domesday, under Lands of the King's Thanes, records
a fishery here (fo.8.12, 170c) and, in the early 12th
century, fisheries called Hindweir and Boneweir,
apparently in Longney, were granted to Pershore
abbey.75 In 1356, the Sheriff of Gloucester was
required to check that the weirs of Hynewer had the
proper breadth between rods and stakes, since it had

Garne (or Gerne) Weir.
Described as both a fishery and a weir in Westburyon-Severn, it is first recorded in the 12th century
when it was one of the two fisheries (piscariarum) "of
Arlingham" granted to St. Augustine's Abbey at
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Bristol,85 although, like Rodley weir, the tithes from
it went to Farleigh priory. In the 13th century, the weir
of Garne was included with those at Minsterworth,
Duni and Rodley which the Sheriff of Gloucester was
charged to repair, implying that it was then a royal
asset.86 The origins of the place-name Garne are
uncertain, but a Garne Mill (later Garden Mill, now
Severn Mill) was located where the Westbury Brook
flows into the Severn.

manor was presented at the manor court for building
a "great fishing weir to the harm of the king's
subjects" (presumably as an obstruction to
navigation). A fishing weir shown in a map of 1618
to be stretching across the river opposite Bullo Pill
(SO 36902099) was claimed to be part of a fishery
that had belonged to Gloucester abbey.92
Fretherne
Although Domesday makes no mention of a fishery,
evidence for one dates as far back as c.700 when a
fishery at Framilode was granted to St Peter's abbey
Gloucester. Later, in the early 11th century, a fish weir
was granted to the abbeys of Gloucester and
Winchcombe in equal shares, under an agreement
whereby Gloucester supplied the large timber for its
maintenance (probably obtaining it from the Forest of
Dean) and Winchcombe the small timber. This
arrangement appears to have ended in 1320 however,
when Winchcombe alienated its share to Gloucester
in return for annual payments.93 Construction of a
fish weir at Putchacre (unidentified) was mentioned
in the 11th century,94 and a Fremilodeswere is
recorded in 1396, although as part of Standish
parish.95 During the 13th century, the abbey at
Gloucester was more than once brought to account
over its weirs here. In 1243, a complaint that the
abbey had built a weir opposite Putchacre to the
detriment of a local tenant, led to an agreement that
the abbey should use only 20 fishtraps. Also, in 1295,
the abbey's weirs here were said to be so closely made
that no small fish or fry could escape. By 1535, in
common with other weirs on this part of the Severn,
fish weirs at Framilode were destroyed on orders of
the king.96

All three of the above weirs were included among the
fishery assets of Westbury in 1521; they were
described as the "halves and halfendeals" of Rodley
Weir, New Weir and Garne Weir. Also included was a
fishery called Unla Water, a stretch of the river
Severn under Garden Cliff (SO 3718 2129).87 The
existence of an additional weir or weirs possibly
further upstream in Westbury, is hinted at in a
reference of 1395 to "other engines called Wiles"
below the Seteswere between Rodley et Denywere,
but precisely where these were situated is not clear.88
Moreton Valence
Evidence for a fish weir is scant. In the early 13th
century, a fishing weir at Epney (SO37622110) was
part of the manor, but by the early 14th century a
fishery there was described as no more than a pool in
the Severn. In 1372, a weir at Epney was said to be in
a bad state. There is nothing further until 1630/40
when a weir house at Epney and a pool or fishing
place were sold off. The place name Epney suggests
that the original settlement was on an island and
therefore perhaps favourable for deploying a weir in
the river but, with the building of a later medieval sea
wall, this situation may have changed. Also, the site
is located immediately across the river from Rodley
in Westbury parish where two active fish weirs
already existed, perhaps rendering a weir at Epney
superfluous.89

Arlingham
No fishery is recorded in Domesday for this outlier
estate of Berkeley, but later records attest to the
existence of a number of fisheries or weirs associated
with Arlingham - quite how many is not clear, but two
at least are also identified with parishes on the other
side of the river. In the 12th century, the lord of
Berkeley rented from Farleigh priory a fishery called
Gerne at Arlingham (sic - see Westbury-on-Severn).97
Around 1159, Robert fitz Harding of Berkeley
confirmed the gift of half of [his] fisheries
(piscariarium) of Arlingham to St Augustine's abbey
Bristol, a grant that was confirmed later in the century
when the fisheries were named as Garne and Ruddle
(for the latter see Newnham-on-Severn).98 In the early
13th century, a grant of land in Arlingham100 and
fisheries (piscariis) was made between the abbeys of
Abbey Dore and St Augustine's together with 10½
puchias (? putts) in the Severn and one palum
(meaning unclear; literally a "stake") in the weir
(gurgite) of Ruddle.99 As late as 1491, St Augustine's
continued to receive income from the farm of half a

Newnham
No fishery is recorded in Domesday either for
Newnham manor or the adjacent Ruddle manor,
but in the early 12th century Henry I granted to
St Peter's abbey Gloucester a fishery and the right to
erect fish weirs in the Severn where it bounded
Ruddle manor. 90 Later in the 12th century,
during the time of Henry II, a fishery at Ruddle
was granted to St Augustine's abbey Bristol, but
payments from it continued to be in dispute between
the two abbeys.91 In 1326, a fishery on the Severn was
included in a property holding in Ruddle and in 1382
a fishery called Heads Row was associated with
Ruddle. Up to this point, the form that these fisheries
took is unclear, but the reference to Heads Row and,
later, in 1602, to fisheries called Court Row and
Gilberts Row may indicate the use of multiple putts or
putchers. In 1617, the tenant of weirs in Ruddle
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fish weir at Arlingham. About the same time there is
a reference to an Erlynghameswere and a weir house
at Arlingham, but in 1535 the abbot was ordered
to remove his weirs "for the king's passage on the
river". 101 They may well have been destroyed,
but in 1619 Arlingham manor had two fisheries
called Slade and Lamprey.102 It is recorded that
during Lent the early lords of Berkeley used to go to
Arlingham where there was a "convenience of fish"
and maintained a fishery officer called a piscator at
Wick.103 Despite the weirs of Garne and Ruddle
being identified with parishes on the north bank of the
river, the Berkeley lords seem to have assumed the
right to take advantage of them.

to avoid unduly obstructing navigation. We can only
look for more information becoming available to
clarify this further.
Throughout the period however, because they were
often indiscriminate as to the kind of fish trapped and
also because of the obstruction to navigation they
could cause, these fish weirs were a cause for concern
and vexation to the authorities and their removal was
repeatedly called for. By the start of the 16th century,
firm steps were already being taken to dismantle all
such structures from rivers around the country. That
many of the weirs were valuable assets of the
monastic estates about to be dissolved under the
impending suppression of the monasteries, also
ensured the fate imposed by royal decree around
1535.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
There is ample documentary evidence as to just how
extensive and industrious an activity the employment
of fish weirs was on this particular stretch of the
Severn in the medieval period and how important it
was to the Crown's interests and to the local economy
both secular and ecclesiastical. At one time or the
other during the medieval period at least one,
sometimes two or even three, fish weirs appear to
have existed in each of the dozen or so river-side
parishes between Ashleworth and Arlingham, at least
six being in the immediate vicinity of Gloucester
town alone. The impression conveyed is that of the
river being littered with timber fishing structures of
all shapes and sizes.

Fishing in other forms of course continued to be a
major activity on the Severn for centuries afterwards,
but the removal of the weirs would have had an
impact on the character of the river scene. The later
opening of the Gloucester-Sharpness Canal in 1827
had a similar effect on the use of the river as a
navigational waterway. Observing the relatively
tranquil river scene today, it is quite hard to visualise
the industrially busy and highly congested waterway
it had been for so long.
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The documentary record also provides an intriguing
insight into the construction of these weirs, what
materials were used and, in a number of cases, how
the weir fitted into the local river topography. What
is not supplied however, is clear evidence of their
structural form and shape. Here the terminology is at
times helpful but at others quite unhelpful. Whereas
the Anglo Saxon term haecweras appears to offer an
indication of what the weir was, the later Latin terms
used, such as piscaria and gurges, are less helpful in
determining how the weir was actually configured.
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FROCESTER COURT EXCAVATIONS 2009 - SITE 7.
Eddie Price

This site was listed in Vol.1 of the Frocester report
because of the quantity of random local finds of
Romano-British artifacts. These included a deposit of
box flue tiles from a 1984 pipe trench in the farm's
disused lambing yard (OS79) that, along with an
unexplained wall footing found in the bottom of its
boundary ditch with OS82 suggested the location of a
nearby occupation site. No evidence of one was found
in an exploratory trench (Fig 1A, Trench 1) opened
on 2nd May 2009, when the removal of the modern
build-up (Layers 1-3) revealed an underlying cobbled
area (Layer 4). This well-worn feature formed a half
circle that included a central gutter sloping down
across it to the NE that could have drained part of a
contemporary rubble surface (Layer 5) laid around its
circumference. Both this surface and the cobbles had
been damaged in C19 by post-pits Fl, F2, F3, F8 and
by the foundation trench of the rear wall of a shed that
covered this part of the yard (Fig IB). The rubble
extended beyond the limits of the excavation except
where it abutted wall footing F4, a feature that curved
SE into OS81 where it was located in Trench 2, and
continued towards Trench 3.

This ditch, first recognised in 1984 where it crossed
the center of OS79 (Fig 1A), was sectioned in Trench
1. It was a 3m (10ft) x 2m (7ft) deep feature, the
slightly flattened bottom of which was not cleared
because it was well below the water table. A large
unbroken cooking pot sherd, probably made locally
in Haresfield between the 10th-early 13th century, lay
on the top of its silt fill just alongside the base of F4.
Similar material was recorded from its depths. The
feature is interpreted as a moat-like major boundary
on the N side of the mediaeval demesne, and is even
deeper than the ditch sectioned in 1978 just outside
the SW end of the 13th century Great Barn. The
whole is probably contemporary with the 18.5m
(60ft) long Hall type building, the site of which is
shown on the figure in OS80. The first phase of the
present house is put at c.1460.
A large sherd of Malvernian internally glazed ware
(14th-17th century) found in the top of F18. and two
smaller ones of Herefordshire Border clear-glazed red
earthenware (15th-18th century), from F14 and in the
overlying rubble respectively, provide the best, but
indirect evidence for the dating of the cobbles and
wall footing F4. The purpose of these features
remains unknown, but I would tentatively suggest
they had a long period of use between late 14th-15th
century, the purpose of which ended after the
Dissolution of the Monasteries and the property came
into private ownership. The area was described as
orchard in 1737.

The cobbles were not lifted but are known to overlie
earlier features that include a dark-filled slot F9.
Removal of most of Layer 5 exposed Ditch F13 and
F16, a gully with evidence of heat-staining along one
side. These, with post-holes F12, F18, F19 and some
minor features were dug into the buried topsoil (Layer
6). They are all dated by the pottery finds to domestic
activity between the 1Ith-early 14th century.

It is perhaps worthwhile recording that three Severn
Valley potsherds, a fragment of a clay imbrex roof tile
and one of a tubulus box flue tile were found in Layer
6. Similar material was recorded from the wall
trenches on the Hall site. Is it a coincidence that the
clearance of the villa on Site 1 took place during the
same period?

The excavation of the narrow SW extension of Trench
1 beyond F4 was continued as far as the pipe trench..
Postholes F5 and F6 had been dug dug through Layer
2; but gully F7, its purpose unknown, predated it. The
wall footing F4 overlay the deliberate backfill of F10.
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Fig 1: Frocester Court Excavations 2009
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GLOUCESTER CRAFTSMEN IN 1672
Martin Ecclestone
Introduction
Although the purpose of archaeology is to try to
reconstruct and understand the lives of our ancestors,
it is seldom possible to identify individuals, other than
the owners of castles and stately homes. Without
names or occupations, the mass of ordinary people
who once lived in Gloucestershire can be envisaged
only in general terms, and something is lost. One
reaction to this is the growing popularity of
genealogy, made possible by the post-medieval
requirement to keep parish registers, and the
increasing variety of other official documentary
sources, as local and national government developed.
This article brings together two important sources
relating to the city of Gloucester, to show how a
significant proportion of its population in 1672 can, to
a certain extent, be named and classified by their
crafts, their relative prosperity and where they lived.

compiled in 1671-21 It lists, by wards or parishes, the
name of every householder who was liable to pay
annually two shillings for each of their hearths, and
how many hearths they had. The data for each area
were vouched for by its two collectors and two
constables. Those liable to pay were householders
owning property worth one pound or more a year,
who were not exempt by poverty or the receipt of
alms or relief. Those who were discharged from
liability were also listed. The tax was imposed by an
Act of 1662 to augment the income of the Restoration
monarchy by an estimated £1.2 million annually,
though in practice it seldom produced more than half
this estimate. It was highly unpopular, partly because
the constables were empowered to search every
house, and partly for how it was spent, so it was
abandoned in 1689 and the statute repealed2. Table 1
lists the name of each area, the numbers of its liable
or discharged households, and the corresponding
number of hearths. Unfortunately the boundaries of
the named wards cannot at present be defined.

The Hearth Tax
The reason for choosing the year 1672 is that the only
useful surviving Hearth Tax for Gloucester was

TABLE 1. 1671-2 HEARTH TAX FOR GLOUCESTER
Parish or Ward
with its code

Households
liable

% of total

W West Ward

201*

26

S South Ward

132

N North Ward

Total
Hearths

Hearths per
Household

Discharged
Households

Discharged
Hearths

777*

3.9

27

38

17

413

3.1

19

20

134

17

407

3.0

23

23

E East Ward

75

10

243

3.2

16

19

LN Lower North Ward

52

7

143

2.7

38

39

I The Island

56

7

154

2.7

13

15

CY CollegeYard

36

5

199

5.5

0

0

SK St Katherine's

35

4.5

75

2.1

46

46

SM St Mary's

30

4

77

2.6

98

101

HL Hare Lane

20

2.5

43

2.1

0

0

Bartholomews Hospital

1

0

51

(excluded)

---

---

Totals

772*

100

2582*

3.3

280

301

* a few illegible West ward entries are not included
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The Gloucester Apprenticeship Registers
Between 1595 and 1834 the Common Council of
Gloucester maintained registers of the indentures that
bound an apprentice to a master, following the rules in
the 1563 Statute of Artificers. These registers3 record
the indenture's date, the names of the apprentice, his
father and his parish, with the names of the master
and his wife, and his craft. There is an excellent
summary of the apprenticeship system in the
introduction to Jill Barlow's calendar of the entries
between 1595 and 17004. There are also useful
analyses of the statistics relating to occupational
groups by decades, and of the geographical
distribution of apprentices (who increasingly came
from within 10 miles of Gloucester, from only 67% in
1595-1600 to 85% in 1691-1700). The population of
Gloucester in 1672 has been estimated to be around
5000, based on the Hearth Tax data5, which would
suggest that about 40 males reached the age of 16
annually, based on typical life tables for the period.
This was quite close to the average number of new
apprentices each year between 1650 and 1675, after
which numbers declined.
The Master Craftsmen
Jill Barlow's calendar can be used to find all the
masters who were actively taking on apprentices in
the years around 1672. There were about 360 such
masters, who on average took a new apprentice every
six years, who was bound to him for 7 or 8 years; the
majority of masters therefore had only one apprentice
at a time. The focus of this article is the master
however, and the Appendix lists for each craft the
names of the masters (and their wives, who looked
after the apprentices), how many hearths they had,
and where they lived. The latter uses the area codes in
column 1 of Table 1 (e.g.'HL'), followed by their
position in the manuscript that lists the households in
that area. Since some names are not unique there may
be two or more possible 'addresses', which means that
some of the master craftsmen cannot be reliably
located. Names of masters who are not recorded in the
Hearth Tax are omitted.
Analysis of the Data
Table 2 categorises the crafts in order of their masters'
mean number of hearths, and also indicates the areas
in which their craft is significantly more frequent than
would be expected, if the crafts were distributed
uniformly across the city's households that were liable
to pay hearth tax. In order to calculate the mean
number of hearths for a craft, those names with two or
more possible 'addresses' are assumed to have N
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hearths, where N is the average of the number of
hearths at the two or more possible 'addresses'. For
example, the barber surgeon John Bennett is assumed
to have (1+2+1+2)/4 = 1.5 hearths. The mean number
of hearths for barber surgeons is calculated from 1.5
+ 1 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 2 = 11.5/7 = 1.6. However, when
the number of barber surgeons in a particular ward is
counted, a multiple address is ignored unless all the
alternatives are in the same ward; thus only one of the
7 barber surgeons (Richard Bradgate) is placed in the
North ward, though John Bennett quite probably was
also in North ward, but possibly in Lower North.
In column 3 the number following an area code is the
ratio between the actual and the expected frequency
of the craft in that area. For example, having found
the percentage of barber surgeons in each ward, these
percentages are divided by the corresponding
percentages in column 3 of Table 1, to identify the
ward with the highest ratio, in this case the West
ward. This ward had three of the six barber surgeons
(50%) and 26% of the liable households, so the
recorded ratio is 50/26, or 2.0, while the
corresponding ratios are less than 2 for all other
wards. Those crafts with less than four identifiable
masters are excluded from the table, because any
derived data would be unreliable.
If the number of hearths was a reasonable indication
of status, Table 2 suggests a hierarchy of crafts, with
mercers, bakers and chandlers near the top, and
cordwainers(shoemakers), glovers and pinmakers
near the bottom. Innkeepers, brewers and bakers
would of course require more hearths, but only for
smiths is a distinction made in the manuscripts
between household hearths and forges. The areas that
appear to attract particular crafts, as shown in the
third column of Table 2, seem to be divisible between
the mainly 'shopkeeper' crafts (in codes W, N, E and
S) and the 'industrial' crafts (in codes I, LN, SM, SK
and HL); Hare Lane, Gloucester's smallest area or
ward, has an exceptional concentration of tanners.
This geographical division of crafts corresponds to
some extent with the mean number of the masters'
hearths being more or less than 2.5.
The parish registers could provide additional
information about the masters' location, by parish
instead of ward, and the numerous surviving property
deeds could identify even more precisely where they
lived in 1672. This would require considerable labour
however, and I leave this task to others.

TABLE 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAIN CRAFTS

Area codes that have the
most masters, expressed as a
multiple of the expected
number, if that craft were
distributed evenly among
liable households.

Craft

Mean
hearths
per master

Innkeepers

10.7

W

2.5

Brewers

5.6

N

3

Mercers/milliners

3.8

N

2.2

Tanners

3.5

HL

14

I 4

Bakers

3.5

LN

1.5

S 1.5

Pewterers

3.2

E

6

Saddlers

3.0

S

3.0

Woolcombers

3.0

SM

12

Haberdashers

2.9

S

2

N2

Chandlers

2.8

E

3-4

S2

Cutlers

2.7

SM

6

Butchers

2.5

N

2.5

LN 2

Feltmakers

2.4

SM

5

LN 3

Tailors

2.3

LN

1.3

I 1.3

Gunsmiths

2.2

W

2.0

Turners

2.2

I

5

Silkweavers

2.0

SK

7

Button Makers

2.0

LN

2

Cordwainers

2.0

SM

2

Smiths(+1.6 forges)

2.0

E

2

Joiner/carpenter

1.9

E

3

Bodice makers

1.7

N

4

Barber surgeons

1.6

W

2

Wiredrawers

1.5

LN

3

E 2

Pinmakers

1.5

SM

10

I 2

Glovers

1.4

I

5

E 2.5

Glaziers

1.3

SM

7

SK 7
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APPENDIX

Master/Wife

MASTER CRAFTSMEN, THEIR HEARTHS AND LOCATIONS

Hearths&
Locations

APOTHECARIES
JORDAN William/Alice

3 E25/6 W150

YATES (Thomas)/Elizabeth

3 CY30

Hearths&
Locations

Master/Wife
ROSE Samuel/Dorothy

4 S53

WOODWARD (John)/Elizabeth

3 N97/2 N89

2 LN31

Hearths&
Locations

COLLARMAKERS
SWAYNE Edward/Jane

BRICK MAKERS
GREEN Philip/

BAKERS

Master/Wife

1 S89

COOPERS
BINGLE John/Elizabeth

1 SK41

GREENE John/Katherine

4 W64/4 N106

2 N46

GREENE John jnr/Margaret

2 N49

BROWNE (John)/Elizabeth

2 LN35

PACE Thomas/Mary

2 S90

3 N8

COOKE Thomas/Anne

2 N111/1 N62

PRITCHETT Simon/Sarah

2 W31

COOKE William/Ann

6 S25

COWLES William/Jane

3 N118

WILLIAMS Richard/

2 LN5

FREAME John/Elizabeth

2 N90

GREGORY William/Ann

3 S15/4 S127

CORDWAINERS/

GARDNER Nathaniel/Sarah

4 W149

HOWLETT Thomas/Joan

3 N52

TRANSLATORS

GREENE Richard/

1 LN92

HUGHES Richard/Joan

2 LN41

ARCHARD (George)/Elizabeth

1 N149

JAQUES Aaron/Mary

4 S43

HUMPHRIS (Richard)/Frances

7 S1/3 N41

BIDWELL Jonas/Bridget

1 SM84

JAMES Leigh/Christine

6 I28

MOORE George/Mary

3 N136

BUBB (Toby)/Joan

1 S19

JELFE (Thomas)/Elizabeth

2 W50/4 W106

NORMAN Edward/Joan

1 N55

BYFORD Joseph/Elizabeth

2 I41/2 W67

LUGG Laurence/Elizabeth

3 S65

REEVE William/Katharine

1 W22

COX John/Alice

2 W92

MARTEN John/Jane

2 E95

WEAVER Thomas/Blanch

2 W83

COX Winston jnr/Anne

2 N56

MASON Thomas

3 W119

WILLIAMS William/Hester

4 W19

COWLES Thomas/

2 I16/2 I46

MILES James/Dorothy

3 LN8

WINSTONE Walter/Alice

2 W162

GARDNER John/Mary

1 N39/4 I18

MILLS Thomas/Hester

3 N82

GOODCHEAP Thomas/Mary

2 W16

PALMER (Edmund)/Hester

5 LN49

GREENE Edmund

2 W44/6 N50

PALMER George/

4 S123

BAKER William/Elizabeth

1 N120

GWIN Austin/Alice

2 S34/1 S8

PARKER James/

2 SM9

BENNETT John/Anne

2 N70/1 N153/

GWIN Austin jnr/Margaret

2 S34/1 S8

PARKER (Thomas)/Margaret

4 W127

2 N83/1 LN57

HALE (Richard)/Alice

3 LN30

PARKER Thos.jnr/Margaret

1 S39

HORNEDGE John/Sarah

2 LN18

HALL William/Elizabeth

2 W203

PARTRIDGE Richard jnr/Anne

4 E10

WALKER James/Martha

2 W157

HAYES Henry/Joan

3 W48

PARTRIDGE Thomas/Elizabeth

4 S75

WOOD John/Margaret

3 W25

HIGGINS John/Nan

1 SM89

PARTRIDGE Thomas/Eleanor

2 N51

WOODING William/Susanna

2 HL9

HILL Walter/Elizabeth

1 HL13

PERKES John/Alice

10 E18

HUGHES Daniel/Elizabeth

2 E63

ROGERS John/Margaret

3 S76

HUGHES John/Jane

2 W86

ROGERS Thomas/Priscilla

3 SK3

JONES William/Margaret

2 N138

SMITH Giles/Sybil

3 W7

MERRETT Thomas/Mary

3 W28

MOSS Thomas/

1 I60

BUTCHERS

ABBOTT Henry/Sarah

3 N76

BELCHER (Thomas)/Joan

5 W94

ANSTEE Charles/Mary

BROADE Richard/Mary

1 W170

CARTWRIGHT Edmund/Mary

BUTTON MAKERS

CARDMAKERS
CUGLEY Jacob/Ann

1 S36

CHANDLERS/GROCERS

BARBER SURGEONS
ALLEN Laurence/Ann

3 I8/2 N60

PERRY Robert/Elizabeth

4 N29

1 LN57/2 N70/

CLEEVELY (Robert)/Mary

2 E6

PITT Godwin/Mary

2 W21

1 N153/2 N83

CLEEVELY Robert/Margaret

2 S64

PRICKETT John/Ann

1 LN70

BRADGATE (Richard)/Alice

1 N155

COOKE Richard/Margaret

2 W78/5 N102

SELWYN Thomas/Martha

1 E56

CURR Robert/Margaret

2 LN48

HAINES Peter/Elizabeth

3 W117/4 W200

SHIPTON John/Alice

1 N45

DOBBS (John)/Jane

1 W118

HAINES Peter jnr/Elizabeth

ditto

SMART Richard/Margaret

2 I47

DOBBS Thomas/Jane

3 W39

HEMMING Arnold/

6 E55

SUFFIELD Anthony/Hester

4 W110

STEPHENS John/Bridget

1 S138

HEYWARD Samuel/Deborah

6 N71

THOMAS John/Margaret

3 W55

TAYLOR George/Joan

2 W100

HOARE Charles/Sarah

3 S10

TYLER John/Elizabeth

3 W6

HEAGHE James/Hester

2 S107

WATTS William/Sarah

1 SM77

HUMPHRIS Joseph/Mary

3 S61

WELLS (John)/Sarah

1 W52

BENNETT John/Penelope

BODICE MAKERS
COLLERICK Daniel/Mary

2 N42

LANE Thomas/Isabel

2 E46/2 E67

WHITE Richard/Joan

2 S77/2 N86

COWLES John/Anne

2 W159

LYE (Giles)/Hester

1 E5

WHITE Sarjeant/Joan

2 N87/2 HL19

HANCOX John/Philippa

3 N28/1 N63

LYE Samuel/Sarah

3 E71

WHITFIELD Edmund/Mary

1 S42/2 N7

SHIPTON John/Sarah

1 N45

NASH Richard/Joan

3 I6/2 I32/2 W156 WHITCOMB John/Mary

NEWMAN Austin/Elizabeth

2 LN4/1 N154

BREWERS
ARAM Thomas/Margaret

10 N108

PRICE John/Hester

6 W77

CARPETWEAVERS
HATHAWAY Elisha/Mary

2 W79

50

1 W59

WINTLE John/Sarah

1 S84

WINTLE Samuel/Mary

2 N2/2 E66

YATES Francis/Joan

4 N81

Master/Wife

Hearths&
Locations

CURRIERS
MEEKE Thomas/Marjery

Hearths&
Locations

Master/Wife

BISHOP John/Hester

HALLIERS
4 W47/2 N132 POWELL William/Joan

CUTLERS

3 S95

HATTERS

BARRETT (Thomas)/Joan

1 SM67

BARRETT William/

5 S116

FARLEY George/Mary

3 N95

TILL Richard/Mary

2 W151

FELTMAKERS

Master/Wife

PHILLIPS George/Mary

1 W219

INNKEEPERS
COOKE Thomas/

3 W158

COX Gray/

10 W201/11 N58

Hearths&
Locations
2 N18/3 N22

PEWTERERS/BRAZIERS
BROWNE James/Elizabeth

2 E28

KNOWLES Henry/Mary

4 E62

MAYRIS Charles/Elizabeth

3 E74

PRICE James/Alice

5 N6

SMITH Thomas/Joan

2 W183

PINMAKERS

12 W116
4 W137

1 I61

4 LN23

HARVEY Walter/Anne
HUTCHINS William/

ANNIS Thomas/Eleanor

BOSLEY Richard/Elizabeth

BAYLEY (Thomas)/Elizabeth

1 SM11/1 W168

FARMER Francis/Elizabeth

1 SM88

MATHEWS John/

17 E77

CLIFFORD James/Mary

2 SK31

GEORGE William/Hester

3 SM7/1 LN17 SINGLETON John/Ann

18 W185

DAVIS John/Christiana

1 S122/1 N151

GWILLIAMS (John)/Anne

1 SM102

SMALLWOOD John/Jane

15 W123

DOUGHTON Stephen/Joan

2 E30

HEYWARD John/Mary

2 I36

WANTNER Abel/

6 LN29

GARDNER Thomas/Anne

1 S57

MARTLEY Anthony/Anne

4 I15/4 N47

GREENE William/Mary

1 N141

NASH Jesse/Elizabeth

4 I26

JACKSON Edward/

1 SM65

NASH Richard/Anne

3 I6/2 I32/

HAINES Nicholas/Sarah

5 S3

JONES John/Alice

4 I7

NASH William/Mary

1 I35

SINGLETON Francis/Sarah

4 W130/9 W125

PITT James/

3 N5

PICKERING Luke/Sarah

3 LN25

POWELL William/

1 SM73

VINER (William)/Constance

1 SK77/2 I19

PRICE Brian/Anne

1 SM99

FISHHOOK MAKERS
MUTLEY John/Joan

2 W99

GLAZIERS

IRONMONGERS

JOINERS/CARPENTERS
CLARKE John/

1 E65

STEPHENS Thomas/Alice

1 S41/1 S56

CROKER Thomas/Eleanor

1 W133

STEPHENS Thos jnr/Frances

1 N162/1 LN39

ELDRIDGE Thomas/Mary

4 W49

TROWE John/Margaret

2 SM5

ELLIOT Henry/Jane

2 S49

WINIATT Thomas/Elizabeth

2 SM68

HOLLIDAY Henry/Elizabeth

1 SM113

WOODWARD Richard/Mary

1 SM90

BYFORD Joseph/Sarah

2 I41/2 W67

SMART John/Mary

3 W70

CLARKE Henry/Anne

1 SM14

VAUGHAN Thomas/Margaret

1 E12

PAINTER John/Elizabeth

1 SK76

SWETT Richard/Elizabeth

1 W57

MALTSTERS
SMART Richard/Susanna

GLOVERS/FELLMONGERS

2 I47

MASONS

PLASTERERS/TILERS
GRIFFITH Richard/

1 N134

LEWIS Abel/Elizabeth

1 SM66

PLUMBERS

BARTON Richard/Anne

1 E87

BROMLEY Leonard/Jane

1 I62

HANDS Richard/Sarah

4 LN42

BROOKES John/Mary

1 SK7/1 SK50

LOGGINS Augustine/

2 SM103/1 W186

CORDELL James/Ann

1 N85

COWLES Thomas/Susanna

2 I16/2 I46

SMITH William/Susanna

1 LN21

BEALE Jeffrey/Edith

3 N36

STURMY Edmund/Blanche

1 E94

BEARD John/Margaret

3 S2

SYMONDS Richard/Joan

3 I24

BISHOP John/Hester

3 N22/2 N18

CHANDLER Richard/Susanna

2 S70

BROWNE Joseph/

2 LN13

EBBS Philip/

4 E76

BROWNE John/Elizabeth

3 I55

RICKETTS John/

2 S16

BURROWS Samuel/Mary

4 N44

WILMOTT Robert/Sarah

4 N75

COLLINS Daniel/

2 W35

SAWYERS

DOWLE Clement/Hannah

4 CY29

GOLDSMITHS
COSLEY William

5 W153

GUNSMITHS

BARNES Thomas/Susanna

MERCERS/MILLINERS

COLLIER William/Mary

2 W11

GREVILLE (Edward)/Mary

3 N91

HARRIS Thomas/Sarah

3 W65

HAINES Nicholas/Sarah

5 S3

REEVE Giles/Mary

2 N78

LUDLOW Joseph/

9 W132

REEVE Samuel/Ann

2 S26

LUGG Thomas/Sarah

4 N20/3 N32

PAYNE Robert/Anne

5 S73

RODWAY John/Elizabeth

5 N35

HABERDASHERS

4 W139

ROPEMAKERS
JEFFS William/Mary

1 LN20

SYRE Daniel/Anne

2 E39

SADDLERS

ALLEN John/

1 N48/2 W62

SCRIVENERS
KING (James)/Isobel

3 SM24

SIEVEMAKERS

ARAM Arnold/Elizabeth

2 N21

THOMAS John/Elizabeth

3 W55

BROWNE Thomas/Sarah

1 SK16/1 SK67

BEADLE (James)/Anis

4 S93

WEBB John/Jane

3 E72

GOSLING Thomas/

4 N40

COLLETT Edmund/Mary

4 S67

COOKE John/Sarah

1 W206

LUGG Thomas/Joan

4 N20/3 N32

SILKWEAVERS/
GARTERWEAVERS/HOSIERS

MERCHANTS
ANGELL William/

8 W1
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BEARD John/Eleanor

3 S2/3 LN36

BELL (John)/Joan

2 CY15

Master/Wife

Hearths&
Locations

Hearths&
Locations

Master/Wife

Master/Wife

Hearths& Locations

TURNERS/HORNERS/

CUDD John/Elizabeth

1 SK51

EDMONDS John/Ann

3 SK11

HAIGH Thomas/

1 SM124

BEARD (Richard)/Armilla

2 I54

BARNELME Richard/

2 W13

HEATH Samuel/Mary

2 HL10

BEARD William/Elizabeth

2 LN28

CAMPLIN (Thomas)/Margt.

1 N159

HEYWARD Edward/Mary

5 N68

BISHOP Daniel/Eleanor

2 E58/1 SM130 HAWKINS Giles/Eleanor

2 S143

HUTCHINS Nathaniel/Deborah

4 SK9

BURROWS William/Eleanor

1 N27

LUGG Jasper/Alice

2 I52

MEDWAY Henry/Mary

2 N88

BURT William/Deborah

2 E7

MARTEN George/Mary

1 I9

MITCHELL George/Comfort

1 SK44

CANSDALE John/Patience

3 W135

MARTLEY Anthony/Joyce

4 I15/4 N47

ONYON Thomas/Bridget

2 E64

CHAPMAN Thomas/Elizabeth

3 N10

MARTLEY John/Ann

3 I21

ROBERTS Samuel/Elizabeth

1 SK61

CHURCH Henry/Everin?

5 HL12/2 N26

SAMPSON Jonathan/Mary

2 W214

SPARROWHAWK Robert/Eliz.

1 S118/1 S139

FEWTRELL (Edward)/Joan

1 LN67

SAMPSON William/Jane

3 N73

WOODWARD John/Margaret

1 SK42/2 N89

TAILORS

COMBMAKERS

1 S118/1 S139

FEWTRELL William/Mary

1 W221

SPARROWHAWK William/Mary

2 S124

GRIFFIN David/Hester

2 N107

STOWELL William/

1 SM73

HUTCHINS William/

4 W137

SUMMERS Thomas/Eleanor

2 N126

KING Samuel/Mary

2 CY32

BAYLIS Thomas/

6 S117

MADDOCK William/Sarah

6 S74

MASSINGER (William)/Anne

6 W160

MUTLEY Miles/Mary

2 W99

SYMONDS John/

1 S152

PARISH John/Frances

1 E45

PHILIPS James/Anne

2 E4/2 S20

PLOTT Cornelius/Joyce

6 W43

LAMBE William/Joyce

2 W195/8 CY19

RANDLE William/Hester

3 W131

WARWICK William/Ann

9 S62

ditto Robert/Joan

SKINNERS/FURRIERS
RUSSELL William/Sarah

4 N80

SMITHS/FARRIERS/LOCKSMITHS
Numbers in ( ) = additional forge heaths

VICTUALLERS

VINTNERS

COOKE Richard/Eleanor

2 W209/5 N102 SAYER James/Margaret

1 SM13

COOKE Richd jnr/Margaret

ditto

SKILLUM Richard/Sarah

1 I39

DEANE Thomas/Katherine

1 N98 (2)

STEPHENS Thomas/Garnett

FARLEY George/Mary

3 N95 (4)

WILCOX Thomas/Mary

1 S41,S56,N162 ADAMS John/Margaret
INGLEY Arthur/
2 N65

FIELDER George/

2 N10 (2)

HARRIS Thomas/

2 W52 (1)

JONES Cornelius/

2 W17 (1)

CLAYFIELD Edward/Katherine

3 I50

KIRKHAM Thomas/

2 S32 (1)

COLLETT Edmund/Hester

4 S67

CHARLETON Edward/Sarah

5 LN24

LUCAS (Thomas)/Elizabeth

1 W53 (1)

FLETCHER Thomas/Margaret

7 W68

DAVIS Thomas/Mary

1 S141/1 S132

REEVES Giles/Mary

2 N78 (2)

FLUCK Thomas/Elizabeth

5 SM19

ELLIOTTS John/Margaret

1 S55/1 E75

SAVORY Robert/

2 E51 (1)

HANKS John/Elizabeth

1 LN86

GIBBONS Thomas/

1 S147

SAVORY William/Mary

1 LN1 (2)

NICHOLLS (John)/Mary

3 HL3

HALL John/

1 S128
1 LN53

WEAVERS

LUMBARD Isaac/Jane

TANNERS

1 SK27
1 SM120
3 E29

WIREDRAWERS

SMART Joseph/

2 W111(1)

NICHOLLS William/Joan

4 HL2

HEATH Roger/

WASTFIELD John/Elizabeth

2 W95 (1)

RICKETTS James/Anne

2 HL1

MERRY Humphrey/

1 N133

WELSTEAD John/Elizabeth

1 E19 (1)

ROBBINS Thomas/Hester

3 I48

MILLS (Richard)/Ann

1 E85

WOODWARD William/

2 E31 (2)

RYLAND John/Hester

4 HL4

PRICE John/

1 LN73/1 SM97

SLICER James/Elizabeth

2 I12

WILKINS John/Mary

2 E24

WOOD Thomas/Jane

2 N59/7 I45

WOOLCOMBERS/

SOAPBOILERS
PHELPS Joseph/Joan

4 N105

STATIONERS/BOOKSELLERS
CLARKE William/Jane

2 S59

LANGFORD Toby/

2 W2

STONECUTTERS

JERSEYCOMBERS

TOBACCONISTS

DAVIS John/Comfort

1 S122/1 N151/3 LN33

PANTER John/Mary

1 SK76

FREEMAN Samuel/Jane

6 W10

STEPHENS Richard/Margery

5 I25

INGLEY Thomas/

1 SM95

SOUDLEY John/Eleanor

2 SM4

TOBACCO PIPE MAKERS
BRIMYARD William/Elizabeth

1 I51

WOOLLEN DRAPERS

BALDWIN (Stephen)/Margaret

1 N147

HICKS Edward/Grace

1 N112

LYSONS Daniel/Sarah

7 N30

REEVE Francis/Hannah

2 W72

LAMBERT John/

1 SM98

LYSONS Daniel jnr/Ann

2 N25

SINGLETON Laurence/Mary

4 W130/9 W125
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COTSWOLD BALE TOMBS
Angie Newcombe
Introduction

‘re-cycled’, but no information concerning the burial has
been found to date. There is one deliberate 19th century copy
on the grave of an antiquarian in Burford churchyard.

Books on death and burial frequently mention bale tombs as
a form of funerary monumentality worthy of note, and
observe that they occur only in the Gloucestershire and
Oxfordshire Cotswolds. However, they go no further except
perhaps to challenge the traditional derivation of the term
‘bale’. Initially the semi-cylindrical structure on the top of the
chest tombs was thought to imitate a bale of cloth. This
symbol having been chosen because the wealth of the
Cotswolds came from the wool and cloth trades. However,
as the boom years of the wool trade were long over by the
time these tombs were erected and the main location for the
cloth trade was the Stroud valley area, this derivation is no
longer accepted. The significance of the tombs as structures
has been recognised and the majority of them have been
granted listed status, one is even a Grade 1, a few are Grade
II* but the majority are Grade II. Although two surveys1
have been carried out in the past, they seemed content to list
only some of the locations at which the tombs might be found
and to calculate percentages for the various bale designs.
This study undertaken in 2006/7 as part of an archaeology
degree course, located, surveyed and examined 94 tombs in
order consider transmission of style and see whether there
was any relationship between the various styles of bale and
the date of their construction, or their geographical location
within the churchyards in which they were found, as well as
to gain some insights into the status , background and values
of the people who had these monuments erected. The full
dissertation has been lodged at the Gloucestershire Archives
and contains a gazetteer of the tombs with photographs and
measurements. Only those chest tombs which had a semicylindrical structure running virtually the entire length of the
tomb top were included. This form was divided into 5 types:
plain, panelled, spiral, opposing spiral and hooped.
Examples of these are given at Figs 1 through 5.

Although many bale tombs have listed status, that has not
prevented time and weather causing havoc with the chests on
which the bales lie. In some cases any inscription was now
illegible, whilst in others, there appears never to have been
one. The assumption was made that unless there was clear
evidence to the contrary, the earliest legible date should be
used as the approximate date of construction. It was accepted
that there would have been a delay between death and the
erection of the tomb, if for no other reason than to allow the
ground to settle. It was also acknowledged that the legible
date might relate to a secondary burial and that the first might
have been much earlier, or indeed it might refer to a burial in
another location. Even with the help of parish registers,
graveyard surveys and wills, a year could be given to only
41% of those examined. English Heritage has assigned
periods of possible construction in some instances and this
has been used when no other data were available. It seems
that the majority of bale tombs were constructed between
1661 and 1799. Nineteenth and twentieth century examples
appear to have either continued a family tradition, or be the
deliberate wish of an antiquarian to be so commemorated.
Fig. 6 shows the locations of the tombs that were recorded in
this study. The number on the map refers to that given in the
first column of Table 1.This shows the type of bale at the
various locations and where possible, an approximate date.
Location of graves.
If one of the purposes of a tomb was to make a statement
about the person who was buried beneath it, then not only
was its design important but also its position within the
churchyard. In broad terms the majority of them (66%) were
on the south side of the church often close to the door.
Although 21% were to the east of the church, it has to be
remembered that most of these occur at just two locations,
Broadwell, Gloucestershire and Swinbrook, Oxfordshire and
in each case they were probably family groups. The impact
that the bale tombs would have had was sometimes difficult
to assess, either because 19th century tombs now dominated
the churchyard or because any contemporary tombstones
have been lost or repositioned around the edge. However, it
is probably not unreasonable to state that all of them would
have announced to the world that here was buried someone
whose family was locally important, if only for financial
reasons.

Methodology
In order to identify the location of the tombs a list was made
of all the sites mentioned in the various surveys and books on
Cotswold churches, as well as the English Heritage website.
These were then visited at least once and the tombs measured
and photographed. It was not possible to visit all the other
churchyards, but a 100% check was made of those within a
16 km square in the southwest of the area concerned and no
additional tombs were found. It is therefore likely that all the
surviving tombs were surveyed. There is one tomb outside
the area at Twyning near Tewkesbury which was ignored, it
is on a 20th century chest, and possibly the bale has been
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Fig. 1: Plain Bale – Bledington, Gloucestershire
(Author, 2006)

Fig. 2: Panelled Bale – Poulton Priory, Gloucestershire
(Author, 2006)

Fig. 3: Spiral Bale –Burford, Oxfordshire
(Author, 2006)

Fig. 4: Opposing Spiral Bale – Broadwell, Gloucestershire
(Author, 2006)

Fig. 5: Hooped Bale – Letcombe Basset, Oxfordshire
(Author, 2006)
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Fig. 6. Sketch map showing locations.
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Map
Location
Key

Plain

Opposing
Spiral

Hooped

Panelled

Too Eroded
to Determine
Type
1
(1661)

1

Alvescot, Oxon.

2

Ardington, Oxon.

3

Ascott-under-Wychwood,
Oxon.

4

Asthall, Oxon.

5

Bibury, Glos. (note 1)

6

Bledington, Glos.

7

Blockley; Glos.

8

Bourton-on-the-Water, Glos.

9

Brize Norton, Oxon.

10

Broadwell, Glos.

11

Broadwell, Oxon.

12

Burford, Oxon.

13

Chipping Norton, Oxon.

14

Churchill, Oxon.

15

Cold Aston, Glos.

16

Cricklade, Wilts.

17

Eastleach Martin, Glos.

18

Fairford, Glos.

19

Faringdon, Oxon.

1

20

Fulbrook, Oxon.

2
(early 18th C)

Idbury, Oxon.

1
(late 17th C)

21

Spiral

1

1

1
(about 1700)

1
1
(late 17th C) (about 1700)

1
(1729)

1
(1730)
1
(1675)

1
(1726)

3
(1734, 1727,
1739)

2
(1704, 1720)
1
(late 17th C)
2
1
(1718)
3
(17th C)

4
(17th C)

1
(early 18th C)

1
(17th C)
1
(1729)

1

2
3
2
1
3
(late17th & (1698, 1730
(1708, 1712) (early 18th C) (early 18th C)
early 18th C) & 1756)
5
1
(1720
(1746)
to 1847)
2
(late 17th C)
1
1
(late 17th C)
1
(1727)
1
(1662)

2
(1718, 1722)

1
(18th C)

Note 1 - Bibury is the only location where double bale tombs occur. A double bale is where two chests are placed against each other
effectively forming one tomb with two compartments and capped with two bales.

Table 1.

The type of bale at the various locations with approximate date,.where possible,
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Map
Location
Key

Plain

Opposing
Spiral

Spiral

23 Latton, Wilts.

1
1
(late 17th C)
1
(169-)

25 Letcombe Basset, Oxon.
26 Little Barrington, Glos.

1
(1741)
1
(1797)

27 Meysey Hampton, Glos.
1
(late 17th C)

28 North Leigh, Oxon.
29 Oddington, Glos.

1
1
(1734)

30 Poulton Priory, Glos.
2
(1685, 1697)

31 Quenington, Glos.
32 Shilton, Oxon.
33

1
(1709)

1
(late 17th C)

Shipton-underWychwood, Oxon.

1
(1727)

34 Southrop, Glos.

1

35 Standlake, Oxon.

1
(late 17th C)

36 Stow-on-the-Wold, Glos.

1
(early 18th C)

37 Swinbrook, Oxon.

4
(1702)

38 Taynton, Oxon.

1
(18th C)

39 Westwell, Oxon.

4
(18th C)

1
(1687)

1
(late 17th C)

1
(1702)

1
(1661)
1
(1677)

40 Windrush; Glos.
1
(1705)

41 Witney, Oxon.
42 Yanworth, Glos.

Panelled

1
(early 18th C)

22 Kempsford; Glos.

24 Lechlade, Glos.

Hooped

1
(1714)

Table 1 - Continued
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1
(1686)

1
(1713)

Too Eroded to
Determine
Type

Transmission of the style

eight locations, but they were as far south as Letcomb Basset,
north at Oddington, west at Bibury and east at Witney. With
the exception of Yanworth the plain bales were found roughly
along a north-south axis in the centre of the area. Panelled
tombs were a southwest and central phenomenon that
appeared no further north than Windrush. This distribution
might show that not all masons offered the full range of
designs, or that by the time the idea of a bale tomb reached a
particular parish, certain types had started to go out of fashion.
A further possibility is that there were unknown family links
between individuals in different parishes and it was this that
dictated the choice of bale type.

Although the area in which these tombs were found was
comparatively small, one of the first questions that sprang to
mind was how the idea of this form of tomb came to be
adopted by individuals buried as far apart as Ardington and
Blockley. One of the ways could have been through family
connections. The Strongs are described as being of Little
Barington and Taynton and Valentine Strong was working on
Fairford Park at the time of his death in 1662.2 One branch
of the Chadwell family whose bale tombs are at Broadwell,
was based in Burford and in the early 17th century this branch
held the reversion of the lease of the Rectory at Chipping
Norton. In 1589 a member of the family had married a female
from Taynton, while in the early 17th century another took a
wife from Windrush. In 1671 David Chadwell, originally of
Burford, had moved to Lechlade.3. Undoubtedly there was a
network of family and business links between the parishes. If
more work were done in this area it may be possible to show
connections across all the locations. The wills of Valentine
Strong and Robert Pankridge describe the testator as being a
Freemason,4 and John Kempster is described as a Mason by
Elliot in his survey5. Therefore it is possible that this small
group of masons, the Strongs of Taynton, the Kempsters of
Burford and the Pankridges of Bibury provided the tombs
and had a selection of designs that they offered to their
customers, who then chose according to their taste and the
cost.

Bale type and bale end
It became clear as the survey progressed that certain images
in the bale ends were common to many of the tombs, but they
did not always appear at the same end, for example, the skull
could be either at the west or the east end, but rarely both.
However, there was no definite link between the carved bale
types and the end features, but it was obvious that most plain
bales had plain ends, and that scallop niches were popular.
These varied in depth and some of the scallop designs were
more angular than rounded. When a scroll was used it
appeared nearly as often at the east end as it did at the west.
The hourglass only appeared on three occasions and two of
them were at Bibury, with another other at Poulton Priory.
From this it would seem that there was no particular
significance in the positioning of the device, except that
where a family crest was used it was most likely to be at the
end where it could be seen by anyone passing.

Relationship between bale type and date
An obvious question was whether there was any correlation
between the date and the bale type, and as a corollary to this,
did the idea start in one place and steadily spread out? From
the data displayed in Table 1 it would appear that the early
forms were either spiral or hooped, with the panel being
favoured in the early 18th century. Any conclusions drawn
must bear the caveat that dates were available for only 41%
of the tombs, and that within 45 years of the first of them, all
forms had apparently been used. The fact that the second
earliest burial was at Fairford was actually pure chance. As
mentioned, Valentine Strong was working there when he
died, and if he had been at home or working at another
location he would not have been buried at Fairford.
Letcombe Basset is on the southern edge of the area and no
obvious connection has been found which would explain the
use of the bale tomb in this location; unfortunately there is no
name on the tomb. However, all those from the 17th century
are at locations in the centre or south of the area, and so it is
reasonable to suppose that the design originated perhaps in
the Strong's workshop at Taynton and spread out from there.

Bale type and chest design
The final question posed was whether there was any
correlation between the design of the sides of the chests and
the type of bale. For this purpose the chests were divided into
six categories which were ornate, cartouche, panelled plain,
panelled arched, panelled decorated, pilaster decorated and
other; there was some variation between the chests in each
category. Obviously not all the tombs could be included in
this comparison because some no longer had a chest
associated with them, or it was not visible. From the data
available it was clear that the pilaster decorated style is only
found with the panelled bale. It was no surprise to find that
plain bales never occurred on ornate chests, but some of the
plain bales at Broadwell, Gloucestershire were on chests with
decorated sides that have been placed in the other category.
The chest of the hooped tomb at Oddington, Gloucestershire
bore a marked similarity to some of the Broadwell tombs just
a few kilometres away, and this might indicate a family
connection. There were three examples of the cartouche type
of chest, but one was with a spiral bale and two with a
panelled bale. Panelled plain chests were to be found with
every type of bale, and panelled decorated, with all except
hooped bales. The panelled arched chest occurred on three
occasions each time with a different bale type. These chest
designs were found with non-bale of capping.

Location and bale type
The next question that needed to be answered was whether
the geographical location influenced the design of the bale.
The spiral and opposing spiral forms were distributed
throughout the area. The hooped variant only occurred at
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Summary
Following the restoration of the monarchy in 1660 bale
tombs were probably the earliest form of funeral
monumentality in the Cotswold area for the individual who
wanted something more than a tombstone. The origin of the
form is lost, but it might have had an architectural basis.
Eventually the bale tombs seemed to have spawned a number
of other forms that while contemporary with them, continued
in use after their demise, possibly because they were more
refined. The distribution patterns of the various bale types and
the variety of chest designs on which they were placed,
indicated that a small number of masons were making these
tombs on a regularly. They might have offered their
customers a selection of features and designs from which to
choose. The ensuing tomb would have combined the desire
to make a statement about status, the regard in which the
deceased was held and the financial power of the family.
Occasionally there seemed to have been gender
considerations, for example at both Quenington and
Swinbrook the husband's tomb was far more flamboyant
than the adjacent wife's tomb, and at Chipping Norton
Thomas Bradley's wife is buried alongside him in a plain
table tomb. On the other hand the double bale tombs at
Bibury and the pair of tombs at Bledington gave both spouses

equal treatment. Other tombs were designed to become
family monuments with more than one generation being
remembered. The one certainty is that these tombs were
meant to be noticed, their position in the churchyard and their
size and ornamentation made positive statements about the
deceased.
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INQUISITION POST MORTEM INTO THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE LANDS OF JOHN BLOUNT OR
BLUNT OF SIDDINGTON, 14 JUNE 13581
Translated by John Rhodes.
Gloucester Inquisition taken at Rodelegh,
Thursday after St Barnabas, 32 Edward III.
At Rodeleye there are
a) a capital messuage worth nothing per year after
charges,
b) a carucate of arable land of which two parts are
worth 30s a year when they are sown (and they
were sown this year before John's death) and the
third part lies fallow and in common and so is
worth nothing,
c) pasture,
d) 18 acres of meadow worth 36s a year at 2s an
acre,
e) £21 yearly rents of assize payable in equal parts at
the quarter days,
f) a several fishery in the Severn worth £10 a year
and
g) 6s 8d yearly income from pleas and perquisites of
court.

b) 2 carucates of arable land of which two parts are
worth 30s a year when they are sown (and they
were sown this year before John's death) and the
third part lies fallow and in common every year
and so is worth nothing,
c) pasture,
d) 20 acres of meadow worth 30s a year at 18d an
acre when they are mown, and after mowing they
lie in common,
e) £22 yearly rents of assize payable in equal parts at
the quarter days and
f) 7s yearly income from pleas and perquisites of
court.
Both held for life of the grant of Sir Henry, late earl of
Lancaster, with reversion to the grantor and his heirs,
of the king in chief by knight's service.
He died on Thursday after the feast of St Chad this
year. Richard his son, aged 13 years, is his heir.
Reference

At Tibberton there are
1
a) a capital messuage worth nothing per year after
charges,
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Public Record Office C 135/139/23, calendared
in Calendar of Inquisitions post mortem 10,340
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PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME: GLOUCESTERSHIRE AND AVON
2009 ROUNDUP
Kurt Adams
Introduction

the level of counterfeiting increased. During the 3rd
century the Roman Empire was in crisis. The radiate
coins, originally introduced at the start of the century,
were made of silver and worth a double denarius. As
the crisis deepened these coins were debased until
they were made from copper alloy with a silver wash
and the denarius disappeared altogether. It is during
this time we see a huge increase in the number of
barbarous copies called barbarous radiates. These are
smaller than the genuine Roman coins, with the
decoration much more crude and most are thought to
be locally produced (fig. 3). These coins were very
common in this country and can contribute up to half
of any 3rd century coin assemblage recorded on the
PAS database in the Gloucestershire area. Although
these are copies, they were not classed as forgeries
because they appeared to be filling a gap left by a
poor supply of genuine Roman coinage.
Additionally, they may have acted as a smaller
denomination to the genuine radiate coinage due to
their smaller size.

Six years since the beginning of the Portable
Antiquities Scheme (PAS) in the region of
Gloucestershire and Avon, the success and level of
recording has meant that unique coins and artefacts
have been discovered and new archaeological sites
revealed. One particular type of artefact that is being
studied at the moment is fake or contemporary copied
coinage.
Fake or copy?
The study of fake coinage in antiquity is particularly
relevant at present, because the royal mint recently
announced that there are over 30 million fake one
pound coins currently in circulation. The problem of
making illegal coinage has been an issue since the
introduction of coinage to this country during the Late
Iron Age. Below is an example of a heavily debased
Iron Age coin (fig. 1). Large amounts of copper alloy
were added to the silver of this coin and when the
copper corroded it leached to the surface leaving the
silver behind, which resulted in a poor quality heavily
pitted coin. When compared to a similar coin from the
same period (fig. 2) the differences are very evident.
It was during times of economic or social unrest that

Fig 3 - Roman radiate (2) GLO-C17421

Late 4th century coinage is also present in the PAS
records. This was another period with economic
problems, where an increase in barbarous copies is
evident from a coin mould found in South
Gloucestershire (fig. 4). All genuine Roman coins
were produced by hammering, where a blank disc is
placed between two dies and the top die struck with a
hammer. Although this does not necessarily point to
the area being used as a mint, it does give us a
tantalising glimpse into how these coins were made.

Fig. 1 -- Iron Age coin (2) GLO - A4DOA4

Fig 2 - Silver uninscribed weston unit (2) GLO-C5FC26

Fig. 4 - Roman coin mould - GLO F21642
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Notable finds for 2009

Forgeries and copies are known from the Early
Medieval and Medieval Periods, but these are found
in fewer numbers than the barbarous copies of the
Roman period. The most common types discovered
from the Medieval era are continental sterling
imitations called crockards (which have a chaplet of
flowers instead of a crown) and pollards (which have
an uncrowned bust). These were mainly imported
during the 1290’s, 1330’s-1340’s and were copying
the Edwardian long cross penny, see fig. 5: a copy
issued by Gui of Collemede with a chaplet of flowers
on the bust’s head instead of a crown. As would be
expected from artefacts imported from the continent,
the main distribution of these coins on the PAS
database is in the south and east of the country in
Kent, Sussex and East Anglia, although several
examples are known in the west and the Midlands.

Iron Age
Lynch-pin

Fig. 7 - Iron Age lynch pin terminal - GLO-DB46F7

Database Number: GLO-DB46F7
Finder: David Mayers
Findspot: Coberley
Cast copper alloy terminal (foot) from a Late Iron Age
lynch-pin, length 59mm, width 17mm, thickness
14.5mm, weight 44.06g. The main body of the lynchpin foot is sub-circular in cross section with a
flattened back, the sides gradually taper inwards to
the elongated domed head which is finished by a fan
shaped terminal. The terminal is recessed to hold red
enamel, in the centre of which is a copper alloy ring
(7mm diameter) that has a recessed centre and
contains blue enamel. The centre of the main body
has a circular recess (5mm diameter) that contains red
enamel. The base of the lynch-pin foot is stepped
down to a rectangular socket 13mm wide, 12mm
thick, 11mm long, in which the iron lynch-pin is
inserted, of which only 13mm of the iron pin remains
protruding from the socket. The artefact has a largely
dark green patina with some pitting. For a similar
terminal foot on a complete lynch-pin see Smith.1

Fig. 5 - Edwardian long cross penny BERK-185F26 (2)

The next major group of forged coins recorded on the
PAS database is the coinage of Charles I (fig. 6). This
coin copied a silver sixpence of Charles I and has a
copper alloy core with outer silver plating. There are
twenty-two fake coins of Charles I recorded on the
database. On the whole, these are distributed in a band
that runs across the middle of the country from
Norfolk to Oxfordshire, Worcestershire and
Gloucestershire. Only three examples are recorded
from the north of the country and there is only one
example from further south, with that recorded in
Somerset.

Wrought iron socketed axe-head

Fig. 6 - Post Med. Halfcrown with a copper alloy core
of Charles 1 - GLO-A019B5
Fig. 8 - Wrought Iron Age socketted axehead (2) GLO-D2F478
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Roman period

GLO-D2F478
Find spot: Tortworth
Finder: W. Curry
Length 98mm, width 37mm, thickness 25mm, weight
121g.

Roman copper alloy wax spatula handle

The mouth of the socket is sub-rectangular (15mm
wide, 25mm high) and narrows towards the top. The
body gradually narrows towards the blade and 18mm
from the mouth of the socket is a loop that has been
cut into the main body of the axe. The edges of this
loop have been rolled over slightly where it has been
forced open when the metal was still hot. The blade
33mm wide and 1mm thick is expanded and has a low
curve in cross-section. A small section is missing
from the bottom of the blade, but otherwise the rest is
complete. The artefact is heavily corroded and
encrusted around the socket and blade. Such objects
are characteristic of the Halstatt culture of the early
Iron Age of central Europe. They are rarely found in
the British Isles, with examples from the Berwyn
Mountains of Wales and Cold Kitchen Hill,
Wiltshire.2

Fig. 10 - Roman copper alloy wax spatula handle (2)
- GLO-D48806

GLO-D4BB06
Find spot: North Gloucestershire
Finder: Tony Dix
Length 50mm, width 13mm, thickness 15mm, weight
14.62g.
The handle which depicts the bust of the goddess
Minerva is complete, although the iron blade has been
lost. Minerva is depicted wearing a crested helmet
with a depth at the rim. There is no decoration on the
crest or the helmet, except for a single ring and dot
and a series of lines which run around the outside rim
of the helmet. The detail on the face is simple with
two dots for eyes and two parallel vertical lines for the
nose and mouth. Minerva has sloping shoulders and is
not depicted wearing the aegis on the chest, but has
moulded decoration depicting clothing, with two deep
V-shaped grooves at the rear. The sides are concave
and the base of the handle has a V-shaped cut to
accommodate the iron blade. The artefact has good
surface preservation with a pale green patina. It is
probably of 2nd to early 3rd century date. The handle
is of Feugere Type A5. This is only the fourth
example of its type to be recorded in the South West.4
See NMGW-DED9D2 on the Portable Antiquities
Database for a parallel.

Debased silver unit

Fig. 9 - Silver unit - GLO - DB0008

Database number: GLO-DB0008
Finder: David Hutton
Findspot: Taynton
"Monnaies-a-la-croix" type, c. 200-118 BC, Depeyrot
type 220-221
Diameter 17mm thickness 2.1mm, weight 3.02g
Obverse: indistinct image of a bust facing left
Reverse: Cross with crescents in three of the
segments and pellet-in-ring and crescent in fourth.
Condition: fine

Silver Denarius of Domitian

These coins were produced in the Languedoc region
of southern France in the second century BC and are
usually attributed to the Volcae Arecomici (and/or
Volcae Tectosages). They are very rare finds in this
country and only about 3-4 of them have been found
in Britain.
Special thanks to Dr Ian Leins (curator of the Iron
Age and Roman coins in the British Museum) for
helping with the identification of this coin.3

Fig.11 -Silver denarius of Domitian - GLO - D41142
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Early Medieval

GLO-D41142
Find spot: Tytherington
Finder: Nick Keeler
Date AD95-96
Diameter 18mm, thickness 2.1mm, weight 3.24g
Obverse: laureate bust right
Obverse inscription: IMP CAES DOMIT AVG
GERM P M TR P XV
Reverse: Hexastyle Temple
Reverse inscription:
IMP XXII COS XVII CENS P P P
Condition: Fair
Die axes: 12 o’clock

Cast copper-alloy stirrup strap mount

The obverse type is standard for issues of the year 14
September 95 to 13 September 96.5 The reverse
inscription is also standard for the year of issue, but
this reverse type is not included amongst those
recorded with the legend.6 There is an epigraphic type
with a reverse of the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus
struck in the same year, with the obverse legend
DOMITIANVS AVG GERM,7 one of a series of coins
depicting temples.8 This new coin has a similar design
to RIC 815,9 but without the cult-statue and flanking
figures visible on the latter, and it is not clear if the
architrave has an inscription. This then, appears to be
a perfectly plausible new type which links the two
issues of denarii for AD 95-6.10 The inscriptions are
taken from the first group,11 and the reverse design is
thematically connected to the second group. 12

Fig. 13 - Early Medieval stirrup strap mount GLO - 58F8B0

GLO-58F8B0
Find spot: Highnam
Finder: Kath Harcombe
Length 50mm, width 32mm, thickness 17mm, weight
32.82g.
The mount is roughly rectangular in shape with a
projecting triangle extending up from the top which
has a rivet hole in the centre, and an iron rivet still in
place. The sides undulate and the top corners are
curved slightly outwards. The centre has a fully
modelled facemask in high relief with accentuated
nose and eyes and vertical striations above the
facemask add further decoration to the piece. The
rearward facing flange at the base of the reverse has
two rivet holes and is encrusted with iron corrosion,
there is also the remains of an iron plate on the top
side of the flange, which would have provided
support for the rivets. The reverse (behind the
creatures head) is concave. This example fits into
Williams' classification Class B type 4.13 A number of
these have been recorded, mainly in the Anglia
region,14 which suggests that these maybe an eastern
England type of stirrup strap mount.

(The National Finds Adviser has been in consultation
with Ian Carradice, co-author of the new edition of
RIC II and world authority on Flavian coins).
Copper alloy cast coin of the 4th century

Medieval/post medieval
Stone spoon mould
Fig. 12 - Copper alloy coin of 4C - GLO - 91D841

GLO-3D0411
Findspot: Dymock
Finder: Andy Manns
Length 96mm, width 80mm, thickness 39mm.

GLO-91D841
Find spot: South Gloucestershire
Finder: N. Williams
Diameter 11mm, thickness 2mm, weight 1.46g
Obverse: Pearl-diademed bust facing right
Obverse inscription: uncertain
Reverse: concave bust
Reverse inscription: none
Condition: poor
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Cast copper alloy furniture fitting,
shield shaped plaque

Fig. 15. - Cast copper alloy furniture fitting,
Med. shield shaped mount - GLO - C89A08

GLO-C89A08
Find spot: Coberley
Finder: Donald Sherratt
Length 69mm, width 52mm, thickness 1.5mm,
weight 35.19g.

Fig. 14 - Medieval spoon mould - GLO - 3D0411

This is the top (cope) section of a two-piece spoon
mould that has been carved into local mudstone. The
mould has been broken in half, resulting in only the
bowl and first 16mm of the stem remaining. The bowl
corresponds with the fig shaped style,15 which was
common from the 15th to 17th century. The centre of
the mould has been carved to create a domed surface
which would form the top side of the finished cast
spoon bowl. The base of the spoon bowl mould is
stepped out at either side, which would result in the
cast spoon bowl having a low curved profile, when
viewed from the side. The surviving section of the
stem suggests that it would have had a circular or suboval cross section. Typically, the runner/pouring cup
is at the tip of the bowl. There is a socket for a
positing pin (5mm diameter) in the bottom right
corner. This would help guide the two sides of the
mould seamlessly together and help prevent any
movement when in position. The mould is broken in
two places, the first break runs laterally across the
mould 16mm below the bowl. The second break is in
the bottom left corner and runs down from the mid
section to the stem, removing the bottom left side of
the bowl. These are both old breaks. An exact parallel
of this spoon mould can be found in the Museum of
London and is dated to the 15th century.16 This
example is thought to have been used in the
production of pewter spoons.

The shield shaped plaque with heraldic device is
divided into two by a band that runs diagonally down
from left to right flanked by a narrow band on either
side. There are six lions rampant, three in each panel
(heraldic method - cotices three lines, six lions
rampant). The area in-between the decoration is
recessed and would have been filled with blue
enamel, about 60% of which remains; the surface was
gilt. There is a single rivet hole in the bottom left
corner and a notch in both of the top corners where it
may have slotted in to a mount. The coat of arms
depicted on this artefact is that of the de Bohun
family. This particular coat-of-arms can be seen on
the seal of Humphrey de Bohun 4th Earl of Hereford
(1276-1322)17 and was used by the family until 1373
with the death of Humphrey de Bohun 7th Earl of
Hereford (1342-1373) who fathered two daughters
bringing an end to the de Bohun line18. This plaque
most likely dates to the 14th century and may have
been mounted on a piece of furniture such as a chest.
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PLANNING RELATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN GLOUCESTER 2008
Jonathan Smith
Heritage Service Manager, Gloucester City Council, September 2009
The following is a comprehensive roundup, in précis
form, of archaeological field investigations carried
out in the local authority district of Gloucester City in
the calendar year 2008. Almost all of the field work
listed was initiated by a planning application or preplanning discussion and was, therefore, carried out
under the auspices of the Government's Planning
Policy Guidance documents sixteen and fifteen, and
the related policy within Gloucester City Council's
Local Plan. In addition, two pieces of work, a
watching brief and a resistivity survey (evaluation)
were also carried out outside of the planning process;
the former by the City Council Heritage Service (as
then the Historic Environment Team) as a condition
on scheduled monument consent (St Oswald's Priory)
and the latter (Blackfriars' Priory) as a piece of
research and community engagement by GADARG.
The site investigations are laid out in their
chronological order of start date. The information
includes each site's postal address, its national grid
reference, the date it was carried out, the
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archaeological contractor and a short summary of any
significant archaeological information gathered. The
full grey literature reports are available for public
view at Gloucester City Council's Heritage Service,
based at the City Museum, Brunswick Road. Contact
should be made with Mr Phil Greatorex, the Historic
Environment Record Officer, on 01452 396346, to
arrange a viewing.
A map (fig 1) is appended that shows the spatial
distribution of the investigations; these are
concentrated in the historic core of the city or within
the Gloucester Quays regeneration area to the south
of the city centre. A table (table 1) summarising the
investigations is included at the end of the list. This is
set out alphabetically by site address. A second table
(table 2) summarises the investigations by type and
contractor. Eight projects and sites are represented in
this report; however, the last two can be seen as multisite, in that they are spread across substantial areas of
the city. The second table shows that the most
frequent type of investigation was the evaluation, one
of which was a resistivity survey.

1.

Llanthony Wharf

NGR SO 8255 1800
Evaluation

seventeenth century. The fill included residual
medieval artefacts including pottery, decorated floor
tiles and masonry fragments. The ditch was cut into a
'dark earth' type of deposit, which was not bottomed
during the investigation. The ditch was sealed with
levelling deposits and a brick floor surface relating to
a late nineteenth-century or early twentieth-century
building.

January - April 2008
Cotswold Archaeology

Two evaluation trenches were initially excavated on
Llanthony Wharf under the conditions of a scheduled
monument consent. The southern one was seen to be
archaeologically sterile, but the nature of the remains
found in the northern trench (closer to Llanthony
Priory) led to it being extended to an area measuring
c35m by 19m.

4.

St Oswald's Priory, Priory Road

NGR SO 8306 1901
Watching brief

The extended trench revealed remains of several stone built
walls, and stone flagged and cobbled floor surfaces. The
stratigraphic evidence suggests the presence of five main
phases of archaeological activity. Four of these phases have
been provisionally associated with the development of the
medieval Priory and the latest phase, which is dated by
artefacts, is associated with the post - medieval /
industrial age use of the site (predominantly railway sidings
and wharf).

Gloucester City Council Historic
Environment Team

No significant archaeology was revealed by ground
works associated with the taking down and rebuilding
of the Victorian boundary wall along Priory Road.
The monitoring was carried out to comply with a
condition of scheduled monument consent.
5.

The function of the medieval structures encountered
is as yet undetermined, but the form and quality of the
masonry is likely to indicate that the structures and
surfaces are part of the Priory complex. In particular,
three pier-like structures at the south end of three
parallel walls indicate that the building(s) were likely
to have had a first floor storey. A working hypothesis,
yet to be proven, is that the structures represent the
footings to a southern gatehouse to the Priory.

Archdeacon Meadow, Gouda Way

NGR SO 8325 1890
Evaluation

August 2008
Cotswold Archaeology

Two evaluation trenches cut in the school playing
fields revealed numerous cut features sealed below up
to 1.45m of cultivation and flood deposits. A large
assemblage of first to mid second-century pottery
dated six Romano-Britsh pits and indicated settlement
activity in the Roman period. The 145 sherds included
Severn Valley wares, Malvernian types and
greywares. Imported wares included South Gaulish
Samian, Baetican (southern Spain) and a fragment of
a possible Cadiz-type amphorae. The Samian
examples included fragments of cups, plates and
bowls.

2.

Former British Energy Site, Barnwood Road,
Hucclecote
NGR SO 8639 1808
February 2008
Evaluation

July-September 2008

Worcestershire CC Historic
Environment and Archaeology Service

32 trenches were cut across the site and revealed, in
the eastern part of the site, two truncated inhumations
with an adjacent scatter of human bone. Although
undated, these were interpreted to represent the
continuation of a Roman cemetery previously
identified to the south-east. Located to the north-west
of the human material was the truncated remains of a
deliberately buried cow.

A smaller and more locally sourced medieval pottery
assemblage dated a further five pits and a ditch to
between the eleventh and the sixteenth centuries. In
addition to the evidence of settlement activity,
metalworking was indicated by the recovery of
fragments of slag and furnace lining.

3.

NGR SO 829 186

6.

Gloucester Folk Museum, Westgate Street

NGR SO 82845 18714
Evaluation

February 2008

Blackfriars' Priory, Ladybellegate Street
September 2008

Evaluation

Gloucester and District Archaeological
Research Group
(Geophysical Survey)

Worcestershire CC Historic
Environment and Archaeology Service

A resistivity survey was carried out in two areas of the
Priory: the cloister garth and the Priory garden (under
which remains of the west end of the church are

A single trench was excavated at the rear of the site.
This revealed a north-south aligned ditch dated to the
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buried). The garden investigation revealed a
twentieth-century service trench, a central high
resistance area, probably representing the church's
nave, and a low resistance area in the north-east
probably representing buildings noted on the 1851
Board of Health map. The results in the cloister garth
were less clear. A number of low resistance areas
probably represented the concrete footings and
flooring of former twentieth-century structures.

pottery, animal bone and, in one case, a quantity of
shoe leather. A series of water pipes or drains formed
from elm tree trunks were seen to run along Southgate
Street. These appear to date from the seventeenth
century onwards. The most substantial features
recorded from this period were the red brick culverts
that crossed Southgate Street running towards the
canal and river. These culverts probably related to the
hospital that was built in 1755 on the east side of
Southgate Street and immediately south of Parliament
Street. The culverts' bricks have been dated to the
seventeenth or eighteenth centuries.

7.
Gloucester Quays Infrastructure Project
(Commercial Road, Kimbrose Way, Southgate Street
and Church Street)

8.
NGR SO 8291 1821

Gloucester North Flood Alleviation Scheme

October-December 2008
NGR SO 8370 1926

Watching brief Archaeological Research
Consultancy University of Sheffield (ARCUS)

October 2008 - March 2009

and
Watching brief
Archaeological Research and
Consultancy University of Sheffield (ARCUS)

Archaeological monitoring and recording was carried
out in roadways undergoing trenching for water and
electrical ducts. The trenching revealed various
archaeological deposits, much of which could be
considered typical of urban archaeology. The
narrowness of the trench meant that only a 'keyhole
glimpse' of the archaeological deposits could be seen,
thereby restricting interpretation. Much of the
roadways had been previously disturbed, but several
areas of intact archaeological deposits and features
were recorded. These dated from the Roman period
through to the nineteenth century.

56 trial pits were excavated across Kingsholm
(specifically on Escourt Road, Denmark Road, Gouda
Way, Hanyatt Road, Heathville Road, Kingsholm
Road, Lansdown Road, North Road, Oxford Road,
Sherbourne Street and Sweetbriar Street) as
preliminary geotechnical investigations in advance of
the development of a flood alleviation scheme. These
were archaeologically monitored and mainly revealed
twentieth-century utilities and services, but some
significant archaeological features and artefacts were
recorded, dating from prehistory to the industrial age.

Very little material from the Roman period was
recorded despite the trench's proximity to known
Romano-British sites. In Commercial Road, two low
and heavily truncated walls were found in association
with a few pieces of Romano-British pottery and
tesserae. These walls, making up a single building,
appear to be the only surviving structure or feature
that can be definitely dated to the Roman period. The
dating suggests that the building was constructed at a
time of development soon after the city had been
granted Colonia status at the end of the first century.

The most archaeologically prolific trial pit, in terms
of artefacts recovered, was located in the southern
verge of Gouda Way immediately east of the entrance
to the King's School. The finds included pottery,
ceramic building material, bone and shell. The
pottery, predominantly Roman, included local
Gloucester and Severn Valley wares and imported
wares from Spain and Southern Gaul. These included
fragments from a South Gaulish bowl, Baetician
amphorae (for storing and transporting olive oil) and
a Gallic wine amphora [compare evaluation in
Archdeacon Meadow above].

The metalled road recorded in Southgate Street may
also be Roman in date, but it is difficult to say
whether it is constructed with re-used Roman material
re-laid in the medieval period. The metalling recorded
midway along Southgate Street was bedded directly
onto the natural clay, indicating that any earlier roads
had been removed or that the line of the road had
altered since the Roman period.

The most notable feature was a possible palaeochannel revealed in Estcourt Road. The 'key-hole'
nature of the trial pit made interpretation difficult.
Therefore, the feature may also represent a large ditch
or pit.
Road or path metalling was recorded on Kingsholm
Road at the junctions with Alvin Street and
Sweetbriar Street. The former was dated with Roman
pottery. In Sweetbriar Street itself, a nineteenthcentury brick culvert was recorded; it was interpreted
to be late Georgian in date.

Later periods were better represented with many
features dating from the seventeenth to the nineteenth
centuries. Of these, rubbish pits were encountered
along the length of the trench where truncation and
disturbance had been less severe. Their fill included
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Site Address

Investigation

No

Archdeacon Meadow, Gouda way

Evaluation

5

Blackfriars' Priory, Ladybellegate Street

Evaluation

6

British Energy Site, Barnwood Road

Evaluation

2

Gloucester Folk Museum, Westgate

Evaluation

3

Gloucester Quays Infrastructure Project

Watching Brief

7

Gloucester North Flood Alleviation

Watching Brief

8

Llanthony Wharf

Evaluation

1

St Oswald's Priory, Priory Road

Watching Brief

4

Fieldwalking

0

0

0

2

2

Cotswold Archaeology

0

2

0

0

0

2

GADARG

0

1

0

0

0

1

Gloucester CC Historic
Environment Team

0

0

0

0

1

1

Worcestershire CC Historic
Environment &
Archaeology Service

0

2

0

0

0

2

Totals

0

5

0

0

3

8

Table 2: Summary of investigations 2008 by type and contractor
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Totals

Excavation

0

Briefs

Evaluation

ARCUS

Archaeological
Contractor

Watching

Building
Recording

Table 1: Summary of investigations 2008 (positive evidence in bold)

Fig 1: Archaeological Fieldwork in Gloucester 2008
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HON TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 28 FEBRUARY 2009
Receipts and Payments for year ending 28 February 2009
Income

2008-9
£

2007-8
£

Members' Subscriptions
Contributions at Meetings inc Non-Members
Glevensis
Coach Outing
Anniversary Dinner
Bank Interest: High Interest Account
CAFCash Account
Income Tax Refund
Donations: Abbey Lawn Trust
Publication of St Mary's Report
Others

1,626.00
72.82
69.50
484.00

1,462.00
45.50
82.93
748.00
540.00
52.47
894.83
278.95

Total Income

2,690.26
803.75
3, 494.01

3,559.85
894.83
4,454.68

Expenditure

2008-9
£

2007-8
£

Lecturer's Expenses, Fees, Donations and Gifts
Accommodation
Affiliation Fees
Insurance
Postage
Coach Outing
Anniversary Dinner
Printing: Glevensis
Other
Frocester
Photocopying & Stationery: General
Frocester
Advertising
Internet Site Host Rental
Excavation - Tewkesbury
Equipment Maintenance
Miscellaneous: General
Frocester
Publication: St Mary's Report

200.00
270.00
82.00
304.55
132.64
475.00

268.20
67.50
82.00
288.38
326.52
536.00
525.00
574.90
47.00

30.94
803.75
400.00

350.00
7.00

General Fund
Publication Fund

Total Expenditure

53.00
3,457.78
150.65
192.38
15.00
19.99
129.75

270.32
15.00
32.49
22.28

3.00
127.64

General Fund
Publication Fund

Surplus/Loss of Income
General Fund
Publication Fund
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0.35
995.00

1,835.58
3,777.80

3,946.99
103.95

5,613.38

4,050.94

2008-9
£
854.68
-2.974.05
-2,119.37

2007-8
£
-387.14
790.88
403.74

Statement of Assets and Liabilities as at 28 February 2009
Current Assets

2008-9
£

2007-8
£

Bank Accounts: Treasurer's Account
High Interest
CAFCash

3,421.38
1,781.02
15,904.56

2,693.38
1,750.08
18,782.87

Total Assets

21,106.96

23,226.33

4,443.46
854.68
5,298.14

4,830.60
-387.14
4,443.46

18,782.87
-2,974.05
15,808.82

17,991.99
790.88
18,782.87

21,106.96

23,226.33

Accumulated Fund
Brought Forward from last year
Plus/minus surplus/loss for year
Sub Total
Publication Fund
Brought Forward from last year
Plus/minus surplus/loss for year
Overall
Notes
1.
2.

3.

4.

The subscription includes 9 (5) subscriptions £108 (£57) for 2009-10.
The Publication Fund is the money transferred from the Frocester Publication Fund in 2001 and is
earmarked for the Frocester volumes; once they have been published the residue may be used for
other reports.
The reason for the £95.74 difference between the balances on the Publication Fund and the CAFCash
account is that a bill was paid relating to the publication of a Frocester volume from the Treasurer's
account and the money was not transferred from the CAFCash account until the financial year 09/10.
The donation from the Abbey Lawns Trust is in respect of an evaluation excavation we carried out in
2008.
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GLOUCESTER AND DISTRICT ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP
NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO GLEVENSIS AND EDITORIAL CONVENTIONS FOR REFERENCES

Format
Authors are requested to submit a typed hard copy of their manuscript and an identical copy preferably on CDROM. The format of the text body should be either word or rich text with Times New Roman 10 point font. Text
should be double spaced, justified to left hand side, with numbered pages and wide margins on one side of A4
paper. It would be helpful if only the final version of the article, clearly labelled, were present on the disc. If for
any reason a disc cannot be supplied it is important that the manuscript should be of good quality i.e. on at least
80g/m2 white paper so that the text can be scanned into a computer.
Illustrations should be kept separate from the text. All illustrations, line drawings and photos, should be 'figs'
(figures), and not plates and figures. Captions should be supplied and be sufficiently descriptive to give a
reasonable explanation of the figure without reference to the text. Illustrations should be of good quality, with
photos supplied as prints and line drawings in black ink, on white paper, no greater than A4 in size, if possible.
(Limited modification of line drawings using computer graphics may be applied during editing to improve
drawings of 'freehand' quality). If supplied electronically on CD-ROM these should be saved in jpg, (not eps
format) and as black and white or greyscale images only ( i.e. not coloured).
Referencing
The reader should be able to check and follow up the evidence for statements made by the author, by means of
a referencing system. This also protects the author against charges of plagiarism.
1.

Glevensis uses the 'running note' method of citation, where each cited reference has a separate
sequential number, superscripted in the text in 7 point Times New Roman font after the punctuation
mark. Notes and references will be printed at the end of the text and should be supplied typed in
sequence.

2.

Some items in the references, may be explanatory notes, but the majority will refer to the source and
published sources should be presented as follows:

a)

For books: Author, editor (with initials) or organisation name. Title of book (in italics), edition if not
first. Place and name of publisher, year of publication (in brackets) page numbers referred to.
Example
Hoskins, W. G. Fieldwork in Local History, 2nd ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1982) 41-46.

b)

For journals: Author's name. 'Title of article' (in quotes), Title of Journal (in italics) volume number (in
bold), date (in brackets), page number(s).
Example
Lloyd, C. 'Arthur's Britain', Landscape History 21 (1999), 9.

c)

In the case of chapters from edited books or papers from an edited collection, the name of the chapter's
or paper's author is followed by the 'title' of the article, (in quotes), followed by 'in', the name or names
of the editor(s) and the title of the book, (in italics), then the publisher, date and page no as in a) or b)
above.
Examples:
Herbert, N. M. 'Trade and industry', in Herbert, N. M. (ed.), VCH Gloucestershire, 4 (1988), 23-24.
(This is the standard way of citing the Victoria County History)
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Moore, D. 'The charter evidence' in Aston M. and Lewis C. (eds) The Medieval Landscape of Wessex.
Oxbow Monograph 46 (1994), 97-114.
d)

Where a reference is to an already referenced book or article, it is sufficient to give the author's name,
a shortened title , and relevant page numbers. But where another reference to the same source
immediately follows it, 'ibid' may be used, plus the relevant page numbers.
Example(s):
Hoskins, Fieldwork in Local History, 41-46.
Loyd, 'Arthur's Britain', 9.
Herbert, 'Trade and industry', 23-24
Moore, 'Charter evidence', 97-98

e)

Maps used should also be referenced. Creator, editor or organisation. Title of map. Sheet number,
edition or series title. Place and name of publisher (if given).
Examples
Map references: Ordnance Survey. 1972. OS map. Plan SO7622-7722 Scale 1:2500 (25")
Ordnance Survey 1885 1st edition OS map. Sheet no 24/8. Scale 25"

f)

Web reference: Author or editor, initials. Online title (in italics). Edition (if known). Place and name of
publisher (if given) (in brackets). Date of publication. URL (Date accessed) (in brackets).
Example
Genuki. Gloucestershire town and parish map: Forest of Dean area.
http://www.genuki.org.uk/big/eng/GLS/GLSImgMap1.html
(Accessed 26.11.06).

4.

Unpublished documentary sources should be referenced by the location of the document, its local
reference number and the folio number(s). The document's description and date is also desirable.
Examples (explain any abbreviations used in text):
NA. National Archives, STAC/7/16/5 ff.1-10 (1601 depositions).
GA. Gloucester Archives, D3398 1/7/10. Deeds of lease and sale 1851-1880.

5.

Information provided by individuals should be referenced by: Name of source: Personal
communication. Date information given.

Deadline for submissions will be October 31st. The Editor will subsequently notify you whether your paper has
been accepted and discuss any changes needed. Following revisions you will be sent proofs to check for any
errors and give final approval, prior to publication.
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